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Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. After
more than two hours of executive session the senate today again confirmed
President Taft'a nomination of
Romero as United States marshal for New Mexico.
After once confirming Romero, the
the action
senate had
because of charges against him. The
Benate went Into executive desslon
today almost Immediately after as
eembllng. The nomination of Secun-d.nRomero to be United States marshal of New Mexico, once confirmed
and confirmation later withdrawn,
was considered.
Many charges had been fifed against
Romero. The vote on the confirmation
of Secundino Romero was 39 to 10.
The nomination of Judge Sloan of
Arizona, also under fire, was not
discussed.

TAFT MEN ENJOIN
ROOSEVELT MEN
A SECOND TIME
i

OLD GUARD AT ALL TIMES

STATE SENATOR PANKEY RETURNS
'
FROM VISIT WITH STATE SENATOR

'Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. After
short conference with President
Taft early today Charles D. Hllles,
a

chairman of the republican national
committee, went to the capitol to begin an all day series of conferences
with republican members of congress.
There was no set meeting but mem
bers came and went having short talks
with the national chairman.
All re
publicans In congress were invltea
though it was said some of the progressive republicans of the house had
announced their Intention of not go-

LITTLE INTEREST IN
PRIMARIES IN WYOMING.
Aug. 20. WyoCheyenne, Wyo.,
state-wid- e
ming Is having its first
primary today. Interest is generally
apathetic, as there Is but little contest for offices within the' parties.
In several counties there Is evidence of voters dissatisfied with their
own party candidates, inserting thu
names of the candidates named In ihe
,
other party ballot.
The republicans have united upon
United States
of
the
Senator F. R. Warren and Congressman F. Mondell. The democrats have
united upon J. B. Kendrlcks for United States Senator and T. P. Fahey,
and J. J. Sprlggs are rival democratic
candidates for congress.
r
Fahey is editor of the Wyoming
Journal and his friends expect to
secure his nomination by a fusion of
democratic and labor strength.
SHELDON

TO HANDLE

THE O. O. P. COIN.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. George
R, Sheldon, treasurer of the republican national committee In 1908, has
been selected as treasurer of the committee for the present campaign.
Charles' D. Hllles, chairman of the republican committee, today made the
announcement.
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Among the first was Representa
tive George Curry of New Mexico. He
came to hand his resignation as a
member of the republican congressional committee to Rev. Moore of
Pennsylvania, who was calling on Mr.
Hllles. Mr. Curry recently declared
for Colonel Roosevelt.

BOOZE OR NOT
IS THE QUESTION
IN EDDY COUNTV
Carlsbad, N. M 'Aug. 21. It has
rained nearly every day for a week
ard every one 1 happy except the
alfalfa farmer with a lot of hay down.
The rain has been general through
the county and is making splendid
grass on the range and corn and cot
ton on the farms In the valley.
It
has been dry for six weeks and the
winstock men began to worry about
ter grass, but the rains are coming in
time to make winter feed.
The heaviest part of the peach crop
has gone to market, one or two cars
remaining to go out. But there will
be peaches to ship by express for at
least a month yet.
The third week of the Eddy county
teachers' institute opened this morn
ing with a much Increased attendance.
will
P. Is likely that the attendance
reach a hundred the closing weeks of
the institute. The Institute waB visited last week by State Superintendent
Alvan N. White, Dr. Boyd of the State
University, Dr. Light of the Normal at
Sliver City, and Dr. Roberts of the
Normal at Las Vegas.
The saloon situation Is still acute in
Eddy county. Upon the request of
District Attorney K. K. Scott the coun
rt
ty commissioners appointed L. A. Swt-gnto take a census of Knowles, Malaga.. Lovrng, and San Jose to see if
these places had the required population of one hundred people. Mr. Swl-gaIs now at work. The people of
San Jose, however, are not waiting
for relief, from the outside, but have
taken the matter in their own hands
and petitioned the city of Carlsbad to
bo taken into town. The council accepted the petition and will call an
election to annex San Jose. This will
close up the saloon in San Jose.

Arrest of
Husband Who Caused
nd Housekeeper
8ays
Chauffeur
Woman Will Never Darken Doors
of His Home Again.
San Francisco. Calf., Aug. 21. "We
are all together again and are all
happy," Is the way Nicholas J. McNamara. the San Mateo banker, sums
up the result of his chase across the
continent and back for his wife, their
two small sons, and his automobile.
After a series of domestic disagreements, Mrs. McNamara left her home
with her two youngest children, In
the comuanv of Mrs. Cora D.Terkins,
her housekeeper, and Fred Patterson,
the chauffeur.
The husband's only clue to their
path was a stream of returning checks
on Mrs. McNamar&'s bank account.
With the aid of the police be caught
them in New York, Just as they were
to sail for Europe.
The San Francisco grand Jury
found an Indictment against Mrs.
Parkins and Patterson, charelne lar
ceny of the automobile, and they were
in
brought back to San Francisco,
the meantime, McNamara had hurried
to New York, missed hit wife there
and followed her to their home.
Today they are
"There is not going to be any
trouble," says McNamara, "Mrs. Perk- Ins will never darken the door of
our home again."
YOUNG

X

Fast Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 21.
Secundino
of
The confirmation
Romero by the senate yesterday to be
U, S. marshal for New Mexico adds
but another fat office to the long list
of pork barrel Jobs that the Romero
family has fallen heir to at the hands
of the Old Guard republican machine.
San Miguel county In the main, has
furnished most of the7 Romero Jobs
until it came to be almost a case of
'a government of the Romeros, for
the Romeros and by the Romeros,"
so far ab this section was concerned.
It is surprising when the long list
of profitable Jobs held by the Romero
family between 1885 and the present
time Is compiled. In fact it becomes
revwhen the estimated
amazing
enues from- public office to the Romero family Is computed. In all, it is
conservatively stated here that the
Romero family has secured something like $375 000 In salaries, fees
of various kinds
and emoluments
through public office since 1885 and
this does not Include the revenue to
Cleofes Romero as warden of the
state prison under Governor Mills
nor does it include the term of T. Romero In congress as delegate from
the territory nor the four year
term by Serapio Romero.
It should be remembered in. conlist that the
nection with this
amounts are estimated but they are
what are believed to be
In every respect and are probably much too small.
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Here are some Romero jobs:
1885-86- ,
R. Romero, sheriff, $40,000.
1887-88- ,
Eugenio Romero, sheriff,
$40,000.
1889-30-

Eugenio Romero, assessor,

,

:

$14,000.
1895-96-

,

H. Romero, sheriff, $14,000.

Cleofes Romero, deputy collector,
one-haof emoluments
under Ga- I
J
baldon, $7,000.
1897-98- ,
H. Romero, sheriff, $14,000.
1899-190Cleol-- s Romero,
deputy
under Montano, $.1,000,
Margarlto Romero, collector, $14,-001901-2-

,

Eugenio Romero,

collector,

$14,000.

Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
1903-4- ,
Eugenio Romero, collector,
$14,000.

Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
1905-6- ,
Eugenio Romero, collector,
$14,000.

Cleofes Romero, Bheriff, $12,000.
1907-8- ,
Eugenio Romero, collector,
$14,000.

Cleofes Romero, sheriff, $12,000.
1888-189T. Romero, United States
marshal, $40,000.
1897-190S. Romero, district clerk,
11 years, $55,000.
1903-190Eugenio Romero, member
of the grant board, $2,600.
1905-6- ,
Eugenio Romero, coal
$14,000.
Present of 1,440 acres to the Ro-

mero heirs by grant for their fight

against the community,

$14,000.

Total, $376,000.

PREHISTORIC REMAINS

ON PANKEY RANCH
Thirty skeletons of prehistoric men
and women togeliber with an almost
perfect skeleton of a woman laying In
a natural pose have been unearthed
by N. C. Nelson, assistant curator of
the American Museum of Natural History in New York City at San Cristobal on the cattle ranch of B. F. Pan-kenear Lamy In southern Santa Fe
county. Mr. Nelson has a dozen men
at work excavating two ancient vil'
lages and expects to make some of
the most Important discoveries of recent years. He is in the city today
with Mr. Pankey.
Among the ruins unearthed is one
rooms which was
house of seventy-tw- o
evidently a communal dwelling and
fort combined. He also found traces
of an
Immense Irrigation
project
which shows that the country aoout
cultivated
was
that place
Intensely
centuries ago.
the
thirty skeletons un
Among
earthed, all show that they are from
a prehistoric race as none 6f the

bones resemble the Spanish or Indian
a few centuries back. Buffalo bones, elk bones and deer bones
were found together with bone Implements, Btone knives aud spears and
the
pottery that antedates entirely
Spanish period. One village has been
uncovered to the extent of three hundred rooms. It apparently is the largest of the two. In one room, laying
as though
apparently
peacefully
asleep with her hands resting upon
her breast was found the remains of
a woman. Apparently she had died
while laying In that natural pose and
had never been burled. Most of the
other skeletons found had apparently
been burled with their pottery, arms
and implements.
The Irrigation project
apparently
had covered several acres which would
have stored probably forty acre feet
of water or more.
"I am not prepared at this time to
say in what period those people lived," said Mr. Nelson, "but they ante- date the days of Spanish exploration."

settlers of

FEARS DIVORCED WIFE
DAYTON OIL FIELDS.
MAY KILL DAUGHTER.
The work of developing the Dayton
oil field is certainly a case of making
Boulder, Cplo Aug. 21. Alleging
haste slowly. We are reliably Informed however, that the preliminary work that he fears his divorced wife may
the life of his daughter, Cas-sin- s
I
making fair progress and with a attempt
M. Eby of Laramie, Wyo., began
leases
little hard work In securing
in the county court today to have
.nn,,io will soon be ready toUult
' lra Vhv
11 n rori Inantio Tholr
start actual operations.
There are men now in (he field who' daughter, nineteen years old, Is
to student at the State University. The
sufficient credentials
can show
convince anyone that they mean busi- action is a sequel to a sensational
ness and all they ask is to be given a divorce suit of two yearB ago when
tihen secretary of the republican
chance. The question of securing Eby,
leases sufficient to interest these com- county committee, was accused by bis
must wife of threatening her life. Up to a
panies is the problem that now
bo solved and all who have any inter- month ago, Mrs. Eby made her home
est in this vicinity should- lend every with her son at Flttsfleld, Mass.
effort to the work.
We are Informed that some private DIAMOND THIEF IS
CAUGHT
WITH GOODS.
Individuals are hampering the work
by taking leases merely for speculaSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 21.
Land owners should be careful
tion.
as to whom they make leases, for to Theft of $20,000 worth of Jewelry was
lease to a person who has not the admitted to the police last night by
mnnev to out down a test well Is Frank Masse, a butler who was arout of rested as he was attempting to steal
merely taking that much land
the hands of those who would do a bicycle. Musse took the officers to
can
something. The men who have the his cache and produced a mustard
nmnnv nnrl Are willing to spend It containing gems worth $5,000.
Masse confessed, according to tHie
In making a test of the field are the
police, that he had been stealing from
ones Who should have the leaseB.
different employers for a period of six
months. The greater part of his loot
XXXXXXXS SSXXXX was obtained from Mrs. E. W. Hop; ROOSEVELT
ORDERS
kins.
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SUFFERING.

THE ROMEROS FOR

DANCERS PAY
HAND30ME REVENUE.
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 20. One hun
X died dollars a day gleaned from the
X pockets of young men who like
to
X spin their girls over a waxed floor In
X waltzes, and two steps, has shown the
Are Expected Tonight.
Cleveland city authorities a way to
X Increase municipal receipts and
the
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 19.
the X present one dance hall conducted by
X F. Donohue, a member of
be one
Is charged X the city 1b oon to
among
X city fire department
FIGHT ON LONGWORTH.
X In a warrant Issued on complaint X many.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 21. OpThe dances cost but three cents X
X of Mrs. Ruggles of this city, with X
candl- a
X
progressive
by
position
to
X having Induced a minor to leave X euch and it has surprised officials
of Con- X date to the
X ihome, because last night he and X find that there is so large a dally net
Nicholas Longworth,
X I'lessman
Bald
X
Is
as
the
of
It
expense
$100.
X Irene Ruggles, a pretty girl
profit
of Colonel Roosevelt,
X this city, left for parts unknown X of the entire park syBtem can be de- X
ordered Indirectly by the
X with the avowed Intention of got- - X frayed through municipal dance halls. X was
X colonel himself, according to Dr.
X
X ting married.
X A. O. Zwlck, a delegate to the
X
The mother asserts that her X
convention
X x recent nrogresslve
ROOSEVELT CARRIES
X daughter Is only seventeen years X
formally an- KANSAS EASILY. X X In Chicago who
X of age and that she was Induced X S
Toneka. Kan.. Aug. 19. Of- - X X nounced today he would run
X to leave home by Donohue.
She X
X against Longworth, republican.
liclal count of Ksnsas' primary
X says she will prosecute Donohue. X
"The colonel desires a com- X The couple are expected to re- - X
today gives uooseveit electors x X
thou-- X X plete ticket In the field from this
to thirty-sevethirty-thre- e
X turn to the city tonight man and X
X X county." said Dr. Zwlck.
X St sand over Taft.
wife.

X ALBUQUERQUE
F0LK8 HAVE ELOPED.
X
r
X Mother of Girl 8wer Out War- X
rant for Man Asserting Daught- er Is Only Seventeen They

IN THE PUBLIC PORK

OF INTERESTING OUTFIT HAS NOT HAD HAND

XXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Samuel ITolsteln, who fond been a
for
patient at the Socorro hospital
some ten days suffering from blood
polBonlng In hlB right arm, left that
Institution on Wednesday of last
week, going to the Jack Bruton ranch
in the western part of 8ocorro county.
Mr. Holsteln had no more than reached his destination when he met with
an accident in which bis left arm was
broken, and he was again brought to
the hospital, where he 1b under the
care of Dr. Pnrvifl, who has successfully performed no less than four operations on the young man within the
last two weeks. Socorro Chieftain,
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Kans., Aug. 21. A second
Injunction suit to prohibit the names
of the eight Roosevelt presidential
electors being put on the general election ballot in Kansas, w as filed before
Judge Smith McPherson of the United States court at Red. Oaks, Iowa,
today. A temporary restraining order
was granted and Charles Sessions,
by
secretary of state, was notified
telegraph not to make any move until
the Injunction had been heard.
Mr. Hlte, chief of the Taft attorneys,
went to Red Oaks early today and
asked for an entirely new injunction
directed solely against Secretary Sessions. The Bame allegations of fraud,
and disfranchisement are set up In the new milt and
the order of Judge McPherson simply
prohibits the secretary of state from
issuing Buy cti Jfliite.. vf nomination
to the Kansas county clerks.
The flrBt suit was brought to stop
the state canvassing board from issuing any certificates to the secretary
of the state that the eight Roosevelt
men 'had been nominated. But the
certificates already had been issued
and the restraining order would have
had no effect although the attorney
of
general advised the secretary
state to obey it until the hearing before Judge Sanborn at Denver Sep"
tember 2.
Judge Smith McPherson sent a personal telegram today advl6lng the McNAMARA FAMILY
AGAIN
secretary of state not to act until the
IS
final injunction hearing.
AFTER A LONG CHASE.
Topeka,

I

REVOLUTION

IS
MR

MIERA AT

MUCH CHARGED

NO.

SANDOVAL COUNTY

HAS

BIG COMMITTEE

BEEN WELL

22, 1912.

"Sandoval county Is wonderfully
rich," said State Senator B. F. Pankey, rich cowman and rancher who arrived In Santa Fe today after a visit
with State Senator Epimenlo A.
Miera, at Mr. Miera's palatial home
la Cuba, N. M.
"I had never been
in Sandoval
county before," said Mr. Pankey, "but
I am going again.
It is one of the
least known and most wonderfully
rich counties in the state in undeThe top
veloped natural resources.
Las only been scratched.
I never
reellzed what there was In this state
until I made this trip. SenaTor Miera
treated me like a prince. He has a
beautiful home, modern in every way,
furnished with costly carpets, curtains and although bo far from a rail
road, he has every comfort of a city,
except electric lights.
"I also went to the Jemez country.
I never say such wonderful resources
as are up there. There is an Immense
timber country that one day will produce a hundred fortunes In lumber.
There are minerals of all kinds from
gold to sulphur. Great mountains of
sulphur are found where hot springs
gush up. You can get wagon loads
of pure sulphur right now with a
pick and shovel and I saw an entire
mountain of pure soda with soda and
Mthia springs bubbling out of it. The
agriculture in Sandoval county has
only begun to be developed. Sandoval
county can support thousands of
fanners when a railroad Is run
through there which eventually will
be done. The livestock industry there
1e without limit.
I saw some of the
best range iimd in the country there,
and some of the fattest range st ick
in the state. I went there on the invitation of Mr. Miera, but I did not
realize what I was going to see. New
Mexico Is certainly a state of plenty
regular garden of Eden and all
we need is the people.
on my ranch
"Range condition
were never better. The grasB is deep
and heavy and there is en abundance
cf water.
Cattle are slick and fat
and I predict a big year for cattleIn
men
New Mexico "

M'DONALD HAS
ITS OWN PAPER
The thriving little town of McDon
ald, which was recently incorporated,
has shown that it is thoroughly wide
awake In every particular. The peo
ple are very enthusiastic and are re
solved to Btay and build McDonald up.
A
new newspaper, "The McDonald

Record,'' has been put on Its feet.
The following editorial, taken from
its first Issue, Shows the public spirit-ednes- s
of the little city and her new
paper:
This is the first issue of the Mc
Donald Record and of course everybody will watch the new paper as
well as the new town with Interest.
The town Is named after Governor
McDonald, the first governor of the
new state, of New Mexico, ana me
Record is named after both. We admire Governor McDonald for his pro- eBslve qualities and we are going to
make McDonald a progressive town
and the Record a progressive newspaper: We are going to soon raise the
tewn from a white sdhool house on
'the cross roads to an active and pro
gressive city. We are here to stay
and watch things move In the mean
time.
situated
Is beautifully
McDonald
and Is boosted by a noble community
of honest, active progressive people.
a
Any and every man wants to be In
community of active and working peoThe watch word for Mcuonam ana
the Record is, "forward". We are not
going to make a host of big assertions
and a lot of misdirected efforts but
will make a well directed and plain
effort to develop the country and
town.
In the next year we will have some
for the doubtful.
surprises to pull-o- ff
We expect to see this country dotted
with fine orchards and alfulfa fields
within the next two or three years
and grazed by fine horses, cattle and
sheep.
KANSAS

DEFAULTER

CAUGHT.

Topeka, Knn., Aug. 21 John A.
Flack, wanted on a charge of having
defaulted $75,000 of the funds of the
Abilene State bank at Abilene, Kan.,
of which he was cashier, has been
captured In New York City, accord
ing to Information received today by
J. N. Duller, state bank commissioner. The chose lasted several months.
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GETS
CANNON FOR CITY.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20.
The senate has passed bill grant- ing 105 cannon to various towns
throughout the country to be
squares, the
placed! in public
CATRON

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

grounds of public buildings aud X
X
about state armories.
Jones of Washington, X
- Senator
got a cannon for half a dozen X
towns in his Btnte. Senator Cat- - X
X
ron of New Mexico got two.
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Senator Jose Castellot, president
of the Mexican senate and sovereign
of the Scottish
grand commander
Rite Masons in that republic, was the
guest of honor at a banquet given
at the Palace hotel last night by the
Santa Fe lodge of Scottish Rite Ma
sons. The Honorable J. G. Fitch, 33
degree Mason, of Socorro, presided as
toastmaBter at the table where covers were laid for seventy. Those present Included, besides a long list of
Santa Fe's most prominent Masons,
Hon. A. A. Keen, grany secretary of
the state lodge; Dr J. H. Roth, past
grand master, and Hon. Paul Teutsch,
also high In Masonic circles, all of
Albuquerque and the Hon. J.. O.
Fitch, 33 degree Mason, from Socor
ro.

During the dinner, Hon. Antonio
v
secretary of state,
ernor Prince, Judge Hanna, A? B.
Renehan, Judge Wright, Dr. Wroth,
Attorney Francis Wilson and Dr.
Wheelon made short speeches.
Senator Castellot spoke at length
concerning conditions In his country
and the relation of the people of the
United States to the sister republic.
He declared that the revolution would
be crushed within ninety days and
that then President Madero
could
the cause of
give his attention
Public
good government In Mexico.
sentiment, he said, was every day
growing more bitter against war and
the InsurrectoB. The senator thanked
the people of the United States In
general and the people of New Mex
ico in particular
the moral support they were giving tlie administration In their efforts to stamp out re
Lucero,

fr

bellion

and

place

Mexico

on

a

firm

foundation.

ORIGINAL BUSTER
BROWN AT ESTANGIA
Estancia, N. M., Aug. 21. The orig
inal Buster Brown and bis dog Tige
will be at Estancia on the 28th of

August and they will be pleased to
see all the boys and girls at a recep
at the
tion which they will hold
Hughes Mercantile Company store.
Buster Is a prime favorite with the
kiddles everywhere.
Mr. Frank Butt has Just arrived
from HopklnsvIIle, Kentucky, where
he has been located for the last thir
ty years and engaged in the milling
business. He comes here to take
charge of the Mcintosh mill and the
recommendations be brings show that
the owners of that mill have secured
a first class man. The mill started Its
first run for this season on Thursday
and everything went like a charm.
The resumption of this mill is a bit
of mighty good news to the whole
valley for it assures a cash mnrket
for the large quantities of wheat tnat
have been raised here uhls season.
The Mcintosh mill is acknowledged
in equipthe most
ment of any mill in the state and they
will turn out a product that will com
pete with anything from Colorado or
Kansas. It is such things that help
our state.
Mrs. L. D. Roberts was operated up
on by Doctors Wieder Renders Thursday and is doing very nicely.
G. H. Van Stone left Saturday for
a trip east. It Is not known Just why
he is taking this trip but the wise
ones think that politics and the new
progressive party may have something to do with It.
a
A. J. Burkhead of Dalhart was
visitor here Friday. He Is with the
Case Threshing people and went out
to watch the Pace thresher working
over some of the big wheat crop.
There is wheat enough to keep the
thresher busy for quite a time.

It was a trifle more strenuous editing a newspaper thirty years ago in
Santa Fe than it Is today, In the opinion of William Llewellyn Saunders of
St. Louis who once edited the New
Mexican in the days when It took sn
army post in Santa Fe to keep down
bloodshed In the territory. Mr. Saunders Is now the secretary of the
Business Men's league of St. Louis.
He has quit the newspaper game and
the manner whereby ihe quit it 1b
worth relating.
"Thirty years ago," said Mr. Saun
ders, "I was the editor of the Santa
Fe New Mexican. There wasn't much
editing to do as the paper was a Utile sheet printed weekly on a Wash
ington hand press. In addition to bethe
ing the editor, I was likewise
pressman, the business manager, the
reporter, the office boy and when the
printer got drunk, which was a frequent occurrence, I was the entire
typographical union also. Two other
men, not now residing In New Mexico
were associated with me in getting
out the paper. I used 'associated' advisedly for they never did any work.
It was always a race to see who could
beat the cash drawer at the end of
the week. If I got there first, I got
paid. It my associates got there first,
was strictly In the bands of my
friends until more coin came In. We
used to keep a sawed off shot gun and
a couple of old cap and ball six shooters on the editorial desk as paper
weights and for emergencies. We got
a press report by mail and when the
Indians held up the stage or when
storms prevented it getting through.
then we made up our' telegraph out
of ancient newspapers that had ar
rived In previous mails. It was a care
free sort of existence.
"But the story of how I quit tihe
business Btlll fills me with sadness
a
and my associates conceived
scheme whereby we expected to reap
a rich harvest. In those days, the ice
cream cone never had been heard of
but we stilt had with us, a lingering
remembrance of the ice cream they
used to serve In the old grove on the
Fourth of July. No one in Santa, Fe
ever thought of Ice cream.. It was
"red eye" straight, beer or nothing in
those days. Briefly, our scheme was
opened the ice cream parlor after
r filing out the New Mexican for what
we could get. The refreshment parlor was located on the west side of
the plaza and we three thought we
would coin money. But Santa Fe In
those days did not take kindly to ice
cream. All day king, we sat around
the Ice cream joint wearing white
We
aprons and doing no business.
got down to one meal a day and
sleeping on the floor but we manfully
stuck to our post. Finally, however,
we had to give up the fight. We had
all the Ice cream there was but no
coin. We tried to give the lea cream
away but no one wanted It, so we
tbrew It in the alley. One of my as
sociates declared that he knew where
we could get a stake. There was a
girl running a roulette wheel In one
of the gambling houses end he said
he 'had her fixed to let htm win some
money. So we borrowed all the
money we could raise, some $2O0 and
went over to watch our compadre
win. He didn't win. The girl had
played 'him for a sucker and threw
the bet to the house. I was all In. I
walked out of town."
REPUBLICAN

LEAD
IN WYOMING.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 21. Results
of Wyoming's first state primary election, chiefly Interesting for local con
tests which developed and confusion
over interpretation of the law on the
part of the election tudges, thousands
ot party ballots were scratched and
the names of candidates on the other
CLOUDBURST NEAR HODGES.
The counting of
ballots substituted.
in these votes was don In various ways.
A cloudburst on the Rio Grande
New according to the Idea of the precinct
the neighborhood of Hodges,
officers.
Mexico, played havoc with the Santa
The strength of the support given
Tie Company's
Pole and
Barbara
Senator F. E. Warren and Congressworks, carrying away all of the ties man F.
W. Mondnll, candidates on
and thereby throwing out of employment the men who had been working the republican ballot for
the
Mou Is regarded as significant,
the camp.
vote
greatly In excess of the
Foreman Mike Smith and Clinton vote inbeing democratic
the
primary given
Crandall formerly of this city, togeth- J. B. Kendrick for senator
and Thomer with quite a number of lumber
as P. Fahey, candidate for congress.
Jacks arrived In Santa Fe last night
bringing news of the disaster which
had "laid oft" so many men. The
GENERAL BOOTH MAY DIE.
New York, Aug. 19. General Will
damages caused by the cluod burst
are considerable, Mr. Crandall Bald, iam Booth, commander-in-chie- f
of the
and It will be some time before ev- Salvation Army, who has been suffererything is in shape once more. In ing from insomnia and weakness since
the meantime all operations of the he was operated on In May last, for
camp have been suspended Indefinite the removal ot a cataract In his left
iy.
eye, continues In the same condition.
Todny's bulletin issued by the physi"General
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING.
cians attendants says:
Doroteo Slsneros, living across the Booth has not passed a good night,
river from the postoflice In Costilla, but his condition is not worse than it
but who has been sheep herding In was yesterday.
Wvomine. was struck by a bolt of
lightning 10 days ago. The ranchman
X DETECTIVE BURN8 IS
for whom he was working, telegraph
ILL FROM PTOMAINE. X
ed to his people In Costilla and two X
'
men went to Wyoming and brought X
WllJS
21.
enX
Colo.,
Aug.
Denver,
him home on Tuesday, He was
tirely speechless and could not move X llam J. Burns, tb detective em- SS
band or foot, but after being visited X ployed In the McNamara case, S
by two hundred of his friends, much X was stricken with ptomaine poisToday, SS
to the Inconvenience of the physician X oning late last night.
attending he has recovered sufficient- X attended by physicians and a JS
XJ
ly to be able to talk and to "move X trained nurse, he la confined to
X
hand and leg upon one side. Taos X rooms at the Brown hotel.
Recorder.
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rails-- ' that the order issued
Perhaps it Is because "we are "so tar from our
Somehow the
by the republican state committee bosses la not taking effect.
result has not shown in the business office and the subscription list, In spite
M. T.
of the withdrawal of the Maxwell Land Grant, Gregory Page and
Otero, assessor for Valencia county, still continues to grow. If this keeps
crushed. That's
up "we'll have a law passed." The New Mexican Ismust be
an instance where the
the official order of the boss combine, but here
steam roller won't work. The people have taken a hand In this game.

THE NATIONAL CAME.

WINNOWINGSIFROM

Perhaps you have wondered why baseball has its hold on the American
THE WINDMILL CITV
public.
Perhaps you can't understand the peculiar attraction of this game
which a St. Louis minister Insists, causes us all to suffer from a form of InDeiuing, N. M., Aug. 20. Stephen
sanity.
After all, It is not such a deep or serious problem. Baseball holds the W. Green, brother of Herb Green, has
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American people are beginning to show
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sport. League races rarely run exactly to form. For that reason,
not there by sufferance, as were the women in the republican and demo;
The Little Vineyard company is Infow instances where gamblers have attempted to break Into baseball they
Pre''Jd,!nt
BRONbON CUTTING
cratic conventions.
have found the venture unprofitable.
stalling a 25 horse power motor on Its
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
This year's American league race furnishes a startling example of the third well two miles east of Demlng.
F. BROGAN
WILLIAM
Tn.l..o,Hi. ihawifniw must auhmlt to anrh nubile rpaiilatinn ns will make
General Msnaoer
, and neatn not of aeath or inefficiency. We must protect uncertainty of baseball. The Philadelphia Athletics, for the last two years This plant will make the water sup CHARLES M. STAUFFER
ment
winners of the American league pennant and later winners over the National ply of this company about four thouthe crushable elements at the base of our present Industrial structure.
champions, were generally picked to repeat this year. Now, with srmd gallons ot water per minute when
That Rounds like one of the plank from the platform of the republican league
Entered as second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
s
over, they are no better than a poor third, with only i all three wells are pumping.
the season
party at the time of Ha birth when it was a party of the people. It has the slimmest chance of winning out.
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gressive party. It Is showing too much strength and vitality to suit the dis- - resources, but their action shows that they desire this development for the hailed with satisfaction by fraternal society men..
ihe
It
his
stand
to
decision
the
and
senator
friends
over 30 years, near Los Palos, in the
and
the
their
the
upon
party
by
0
earnestly urging
progressive
political
people,
tingulshed
people by
' We are here because we cannot accept that
danger of over confidence. He freely admitted in an interview at Bea Girt I proves that It is only from that party can they expect relief from the iron
and Immoral doc- - mountains west of here.
cynical
that there was such a thing as underestimating the strength of an opponent I hand of corporative power which has held the rich territory so tightly ln its trine that all Is fair in politics. For the party of Lincoln and Grant, and He was a stone mason and was at
and the present progressive party Is not a thing to be treated lightly. It is I grasp through the aid of the GuggenhelmB and the henchmen of the great Blaine and Garfield! and McKlnley and Roosevelt, we have nothing but the work on a house there
when attacked
since the great political line louuest memory ana tne ueepest gratituae.
a little amusing to watch the change In tone of the opposition. A few weeks I Morgan Interests. It is the first shown-downut ior tne party controlled Dy and kicked by three other natlvoa af.
back the progressive movement was a subject for laughter by the old or-- up and Is at least, an encouragement to the new party followers.
the Penroses, the Barneses, the Cranes and the Guggenhelms, we have not her a dispute, starting, It Is said ovet
The building up of Alaska must be constructive work. It must be un even time for regrets." It is from the speech of William Allen White at Chi- - land ownership.
ganlzatlons. Not so now. They are flying the danger signal Instead.
One kick broke a
0
selfish endeavor. The hlBtory of the territory since Its great riches became caSblood vessel ln his head ann rianth
"This Is s new era, a new tight There is a new political creed, the great known, bas been filled with tlhe desperate, nefarious, criminal struggle for
mat is just a piain statement oi wny we are nere. it nas not sound of followed in a few hnnr.
t .
creed of eaual opportunity, of a fair deal for all human kind, of giving every control of all vaiuaoie properties in tne opuient territory,
cero brothers, alleged bad charaotors
anarchy nor disruption; no note of coming evil.
Alaska
relief.
of
from
the
expect
evident
what
u
It is clearly
party
people
or the community, are held by Lin.
child in the race of life an equal start; in the last analysis it Is the creed of
humanity that Is now the creed of one of the great national parties."
Washington's chief of police says It's no such thing that gambling Is oo!n county authorities for the crime.
a
human
Is
not
call
but)
for
has
the
destructive
It
any
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IT fC Al
witn ponce connivance. That settles it, Detroit's aldermen all
permittea
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Chairman Hllles has settled the question for us. Taft is to have 381 mu iuij una uaugm m uo wnu sucn iiaugniy tnmgs as onoery too, ana
jiav fevor
gU"
speech of Hiram W. Johnson, progressive candidate for vice president of the votes In the electoral college. He is going to carry every single solitary Becker said he knew nothing about Rosenthal's murder, and we all know .
imenL
t
United States.
what
afterward.
happened
However, anything like gambling In Washington
V0Tovl8e""!!'lDg
northern state, besides Tennessee, Delaware and West Virginia. Of course
and
0
Our law makers Eve there, and none of them would do
,
New Mexico is for Taft and Arizona Is doubtful. For some reason young Is unthinkable.
'VBB l,rBmDt ea9 ana re- . 4",uuu
The appointment of William Barnes, Jr., of New York to serve on the Mr. Hllles bas not included Mississippi and Georgia but probably they will anvthlna wronir. Taft resides ther too. and. ha la oW min.t onvthin
and
is
and healing to
advisory republican campaign committee, by Chairman Hllles Is peculiarly be Included ln the next forecast that Is to be made by the enthusiastic muiae umji ueuiK. uue receiver ui a niuien uuiinuaiion ior tne presiuency. He the' inflamed soothing
membvanos.
Wm. M.
would not countenance anything as wicked as gambling in his city.
appropriate ln view of the recent events. Barnes will be remembered, among Taftlte.
"A
Mcrethew,
Me.,
few doses of
Bayo;
0- other things, as a bitter opponent of all the progressive policies of Hughes,
It Is further stated that the vote drawn from the republican party by
A surgeon in New York is operating on the brain of a buralar. claiming .Foley.s Honey Bml Tar Compound rewhen governor of New York.
the progressives will be very small and that as many will come from the
"eveQ me oi a severe attack of as0
that after the oneratlon his natlent. will hn an nonoat man tf nv
democrats as from republicans.
les' than a bott,e caused
The strongest power to redeem a man and hold him right lies within
When he has had a little more can make men honest by Just tapping their head pieces, he ought to be the
Mr. Hllles has another forejCast coming.
complete cure." Refuse substitutes.
man In the United States.
himself. Even penologists are realizing this. '
experience In political affairs, and hat lost some of that exuberance which busiest
For sale by all druggists.
0It Is discovered that eleven Ohio murderers, sentenced for life, have for conieB with the first flush of sudden power and prominence, Mr. Hllles will
months been working out on a state farm, without armed guards and with view political situations with a little more sanity, and will permit his JudgThe Columbia State sadly remarks, "We devoutly wish that Theodore
Roosevelt had been born abroad and entered a monastery in early youth.
nothing to hold them but their honor. They not only do not run away, but, ment to temper hl enthusiasm.
GENERAL BOOTH MAY DIE.
not being known as convicts, have won the esteem and confidence of the
Poor Woodrow Wilson will be crushed when he sees how few votes ile a worrying them some isn't he 7
0
community,
New York, Aug. 19. General Will- the Juvenile Mr. Hllles Is going to let him have, and Teddy will give up that
This looks like civilization. Punishment, In this day of advanced enllght-gallow- s proposed western trip When he finds out that he is not to be permitted to
It Is reported that Jersey mosquitoes are larger than ever this year, lain Booth, commander-ln-chle- t
of the
and bouquets for the condemned', has made Its prisons a strange com- have one single, solitary vote in the whole electoral college. Mr. Hllles' uetung gweiiea over having a presiaontiai candidate ln uhelr Btate?
Salvation Army, who has been suiter- n
hell
,
and paradlBe. Common sense has had little chance.
bination of
Ing from Insomnia and weakness Blnce
humor Is real funny bu his common sense Is simply pitiful.
No offense that, the misguided may commit can be Just cause to deprive
Another text In our creed;
0
he was operated on In May last, for
them of opportunity to redeem and remake themselves through the vitalizing
rv
A Chicago Judge has sentenced a man to Pittsburgh.
Probably he was
pieage our party io legislation mat win compel strict limitation of tne removal of a cataract ln his left
Influences of wholesome lubor under healthful conditions.
to
all campaian contributions and expenditures and detailed publicity of both eye, continues ln the same condition,
banish tlhe wicked Into eternal darkness.
following out the precept
o
before as well
after prlmarle. and election..
Through crime men may forfeit their right to all the blessings of civilized
Today's bulletin Issued by the physi- enment, ought to reform men, not rot them.
to
been
sentenced
have
clans attendants says:
Two British suffragettes
prison for five years.
"General
wnen wooarow wnson begins to explain some or tnose utterances thatUootn has not passed a good
Mankind, swayed between the extremes of hate and pity for the criminal, They ought to be satisfied. They are being treated' Just like men.
night.
0
and most of all to be deplored degrading Instead of uplifting.
he now terms "Aleck," made before he got the bee, there will be some but his condition Is not worse than It
Prisons have been in all ages dark and dismal, unhealthful and inhuman,
was yesterday.
There isn't any evidence that Charlie Springer's New York mission has mighty Interesting reading mixed up In tho campaign literature.
0
society. But they do not forfeit their inherent right to God's free gift of born fruit. It may be he got "too far from our rails.''
o
sunshine and pure air.
Twenty dollar counterfeit bills are In circulation. There are other bills
"I was cured or diarrhoea by one
forfeit
to
their
never
the
exercise of what honor
right
And they can
Most of
Says a beauty doctor: "Eat apples and be beautiful." Of course, refer- - that worry most men more than the twenty dollar counterfeits.
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
For honor, however small, Is the vital spark that muBt be fanned ence Ib made to New Mexico apples.
us are Immune from any contamination with them.
) ln them.
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
0
to a glow and to a bluze, if more is to be redemption.
From Paris comes the news that electricity can relieve hunger. So Mil Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa , There Is nothAre we learning at last ln dealing with our unfortunates to sweeten the
ThlB general passing of ordinances for muzzling dogs is not Intended to
Vot sale by all dealers.
i
ing better,
Include hot dogs, is it?
strychnine.
primal animal lnBtincts jvltn human sympathy and reason?
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CARLSBAD TO HAVE
NEW HOSPITAL

SOME AFTER NOTES OF

JHE

W. 6. T. U. CONVENTION

ESPANOLA NOTES.

PRODUCTION:

STATEMINES

ROY STEPHENS

A new newspaper Is soon to be
launched, by the publication at
Carlsbad, N. M Aug. 10. The Edpf-- a weekly, In Spanish, call, .a
dy county hospital needs more room
Thirty-fivdelegates boarded the Indians, and they were all magnificent the "Voz de Espanola," by W. F. L
GRANT COUNTY.
and the association has decided to "baby" train of the D. & R. G. railway specimens of physical manhood. One Sosa.
Ctilno The production
for July
she could not suppress a
said,
lady
build.
The new structure will cost Monday morning,
a
the
with
Sosas
The
are
Ailing
journalists family, amounted to 3,100,000 pounds and the
rode
the father having had papers In Santa cost Is
about $8,000. The following building other pasengers both coaches to the tremor of fear when the Indians
stated to be 6.23c per pound.
In with the drums beating and heard
Fe, Socorro, etc., and at present
committee has been appointed: L. A. limit. It was the. first experience ot the Indian war
The ore contained about
It was realistic, Mora. The son has considerable
44 pounds
cry.
ex
road
and
a
on
the
some
narrow
gauge
Swlgart, O. M. Cooke, George Freder
and many expressed their gratitude perle'nce in newspaper work, and In ccniwr per ton of which about 30
sidling, narrow track gave
a
a
not
was
icks and Mrs. Nathaniel Cunningham. curving,
and
pantomime
tends to make the new weekly of pounds was recovered.
them a very uncertain feeling, but that it
MYSTERIOUS BLAZE IN ADOBE STORE A competent architect will be
gt.neral benefit to the community and
Burro Mountain
that accidents real war party.
they were assured
Copper Co. This WORKMAN ON MASONIC BUILDING
able the
was
True
ever
"Mother"
How
development of Rio Arriba coun company la
to draw plans for an
were rare on this road, that Is danNEAR
CATHEDRAL DOES
ROOM
again
of
operating,
having a
numerous
to
such
a
care
take
parone
The
NAD NARROW ESCAPE FROM INof
ty.
Espanola valley is
hospital building. As soon as plans gerous ones.
ty Is a mystery, but she did It with the most beautiful and fertile portion; force of so men employed to which
DAMAGE
LAST are ready It Is the Intention to begin
CONSIDERABLE
The strangers to this part of New such ease and
DEATH AS DID TWO COMmade
STANT
as
of
New
and
graclousness
is
it
to
fair
bids
be
Mexico,
construction.
The 'hospital is under Mexico were
dellgb'd with the bold every one feel they were welcome the Bcene of great Improvement In main adding dally. It is sinking the
EVENING.
the management of George Fredericks and
shaft.
working
of
PANIONS
cliffs
outlines
BUT
ESCAPED
WITH
the
picturesque
and not a burden at all. She declared the next year or two. As there is no
Dr. Frank H, H. Roberts of the Las
After
more than 12.000.- and crags along tb Rio Grande, with she enjoyed It every bit, and her pro
nearer
than
Tierra
Ama
Taos,
paper
in
Normal
lectured
000
last
the
In
BADLY CRUSHED HAND.
Vegas
night
of lte mining
the green Aelds and orchards nestling vision of 100 loaves of delicious nita and Santa Fe, the "Voz de
Hia high school auditorium on "Save
Espa claims near Silver City, the Chemung
R. F. WARD BADLY
at their feet. We descended at Santa bread and pounds and pounds ot yel nola" will have a good field.
the Boy." There was a good) attend
Co.
controlled by Governor
Copper
Clara village and were met by Miss low
Roy Stephens, who was at work on
The Denver and Rio Grande rail Tener and other Pennsylvania InterJersey butter, gallons of butter
BURNED ON HANDS ance of teachers and others interested True and Miss
Bryan, Governor Can-did- o milk and sweet milk, four boiled road has
In education.
Dr. Roberts left this
to furnish an excel- ests, has accepted, subject to ratifica- the Masonic Temple near the third
agreed
Franand
Tafoya,
hams, two roast turkeys, 40 dozen lent location for the new evaporator tion by the stockholders, the offer of
morning for Fortales wbere be lec cisco
story, had a narrow escape from
Naranjo and Santiago Pedro eggs, etc., etc., showed she knew well at Espanola,
immediately
R. F. Ward, a foreman employed on tures tonight.
adjoining $1,350,000 cash made by Manager E.
as did two of his companions,
of
number
other
Baca
and
a
promia
crowd.
care
of
to
how
take
the side track, so as to facilitate shipCarlsbad Is proud of ttband that
hungry
Mathewson of the International death,
the Masonic temple was severely burnhas been made a fine organization un nent citizens of this pueblo, and con- Of course, she had able help in her ments. There has been an unfortu- Smelting and Kenning Co., who has' when a long pole used in hoisting the
ed on both bands, and treasured der the direction of J. C. Bunch and ducted down to the Indian dance; daughter and Miss Mary Bryan, who nate delay in
arranging for the erec- been making an examination of local heavy Iron framework, skidded yesbooks belonging to Monslgnor Four- - after the concert Friday evening the which bed already begun.
is one ot the household of "Pajarlto tion of the evaporator which may smelting conditions In company with terday afternoon and crushed his
were treated with ranch."
cause the loss of the entire year. Vice President Dennis Sheedy. an
The visitors
the
chegu, vicar general, were destroyed Commercial club will entertain
right band. He was compelled to sufMrs. Katherlne H. Meigs, of Red- - which would mean a loss of over HOv nounced that the eastern officials had fer a crushed hand or with his two
when a mysterious blaze gutted the band boys to show the appreciation every courtesy and respect possible.
ancient adobe store house In the rear of the band. There will be dancing The governor had kindly given per- lands, Calif., was . visitor at the 00O to tlfe- fruit growers of the Es been asked for an appropriation with companions be hurled to the ground
ot the new pastoral dwelling at the and other doings as well as refresh mission for pictures to be taken by ranch, and helped In the entertain- panola valley. It seems to be as hard which to build two more lead furnaces below, which would have
the visitors ad libitum. In the large ment of the guests In a cordial and to get the people there to work to for the Toole plant The Toole meant InBtant death for allprobably
Cathedral shortly after 8 o'clock last merits.
three
s
me
are living room of Pedro Baca's "Casa," delightful manner.
She was the gether, even for their own Interests, plant handles both copper and lead men. When the big
evening. As usual the Santa Fe fire
pole and Its
bringing In 100 muttons from the wraps, suitcases, etc- -, were stored and "honor guest," being an old friend as it has been some times In Santa ore. Two lead furnaces were origindepartment saved the lot.
on
workmen
the
heavy load, skidded,
Fe. With the enormous amount
An Investigation is being conducted plains that will be shipped to Kansas a regular rest room established, and of MIbs Bryan and Miss True.
of ally built and later a third was added. the building gave a cry of warning.
'
now
cause
on
or
A
iruit
In
the
deand
determine
been
ordered
fourth
and
has
to
City
the
produced
Monday
the valley, uni
Tuesday. The here every visitor wm presented with
At the witching hours of midnight
try
today
Stephens was at work on the upper
ot the Are. The door, usually locked, sheep are in Ane condition.
a piece ot pottery as a souvenir. At this large family Anally settled down ty of action is absolutely necessary to mands of the business require that wall. With one hand
grasping the
This is a busy week in land circles noon a delicious
prevent
Increasloss.
this
be
still
great
no
further
are
was found unlocked despite the fact
There
"to
capacity
less
rest (?) In the "guest house" and
repast was served
cement coping and the other a rail
that no one, so far as known had and several Important deals are being under the green trees In the orchard two large tents, lined with beds, all than 24 regular fruit growers, be- - ed. Mr. Mathewson says the plant at of the scaffold,
he swung In as close
this time can but handle the ores that
been In the building all day. The closed' up. Though business as a rule of Pedro Baca. Miss Bryan had an full to overflowing. Whether there siaes many having small places.
to the building as he could get. His
As Illustrating the Increased fruit are being shipped to the smelter and two
janitor usually was In charge of the in lands Is quiet In summer, the Carls- immense hamper full of good things, was much sleeping Is a question, as
companions did likewise. For
and
store room but he was not at work bad project has been very active this every one wag seated and served some of the
were In- producTTon here, It may be mentioned with the accumulated tonnage
minutes, they hung to the
that the Prince orchard shipped on the expansion which is promised from several
today because of the Illness ot a season. Most of the late deals are for bountifully, and six gallons of hot tea terested in practicing
the
wall while the pole passed above
'
child. The flame last night attract- larger tracts that are bought by men refreshed and resred every one.
etc. Saturday over a ton (2350 lbs.) of crab contracts signed and under negotia their heads. The
calls, wild-ca- t
screams,
pole swung far
tlon It will be necessary to care for
ed a large crowd as it was at first with money for the purpose of devel The afternoon was spent In witness
apples alone.
so they would not forget them.
enough to crush Stephen's hand, but
the producers.
opment. The outlook now is that
thought the Cathedral was on fire.
C. Schnepple has
W.
the
new
the
ing
dances,
visiting
returned
to
At dawn, the time set for rising
despite the pain, he hung In his perSOCORRO COUNTY.
Mr. Ward was burned while making here will be heavy planting of orchard
bridegroom and wife, where the vis- and Journeying to the Puye, a gentle the Bond's store and is universally
ilous position until
the pole was
Dead
wood
time
At
this
mine
a determined effort to save the con- especially of peaches and pears.
good
itors were again presented with sou- rain was drizzling down, end heavy welcomed. He has taken the Roberts
was made in the erection of the new checked by the workmen and he was
tents of the building. He completely
house
for
his family until he can
venirs. Rev. LaRue and Mr. Faren clouds on the mesa indicated a too
iheadframe and the resetting of the safe. His hand was given emergency
extinguished the Are In the lower
unaccompanied the delegates to Santa heavy rain for the trip to be made in build.
rooms with a garden hose and It was THE CARLSBAD
hoisting engine. The new 60hp. aux treatment, but he will probably be
Clara, going from there on foot to the time for return to the railroad at 2
iliary engine for the mill is about able to work for many. days.
thought the Are wus out when the
PROJECT
MOVES Puye cliff dwellings, where they ex p. n,.. so the trio was given up and CAMPAIGN
ready for operation.
flames suddenly burst forth in the upCLUB
pected to meet the delegates the next the forenoon was spent in looking at
Oaks The development on the Pa DEMING STILL ON
per story. The entire structure was
AT CLOWS cific and Johnson
Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 20. The de morning ana explain the various in the many curios end articles of in
mines ot this comgutted. The loss has not been ascerterest with which the True home is
THE BOOM
pany produced 70 tons ot ore, which
tained but it will be considerable, as velopment movement In the Carlsbad teresting features.
'
Miss True and Miss Bryan had con - Ailed; wandering through the or-Clovls, N. M, Aug. 17. At a
was sent to Deadwood mill recently.
much valuable property was stored In project is now an assured success,
big
to
Lessees continue
Deep Down
the building. There was no insur- Only last February a new and favor veyances at the Santa Clara to take chards and lanes, and after an early mass meeting of Clovls and Curry
Demlng, N. M., Aug. 16. H. V.
able contract was entered into with the delegates to their "home ranch," lunch they all boarded the "baby" county democrats held
ance.
at the court send a good tonnage of ore to the Piatt, superintendent of the S. P. from
- A peculiar part of the affair was the United States. Next a strong or but It was a difficult task to corral train at the True station, every one house last night, the Woodrow Wilson custom mill.
Santa Barbara, Calif., to El Paso,
Socorro This company has recent
that several of the mission priests ganization to push the development of and load up the visitors, and It was ' agreeing they had had the "time of campaign club passed out of existence
Texas, and Mr. Dyer, superintendent
was
the
lands
CarlsThe
forand
perfected.
In
ore
never
Its
had
bins
and
is
sundown before they arrived at the their life,"
and
passed
stationed at the Cathedral
stead was born with consid- ly completed special
they would
of the Tucson division of the S. P.,
club,
representing
the building only a quar- bad Commercial
and
guest house" of the ranch, and dark get this outing so long as they lived. erable pomp and ceremony, the "Wilson-M- now receiving custom ore regularly. were here in their private cars. J. D.
A
arshall
flow
water
was
of
of
not
to
The
large
the
ter of an hour before the fire was dis- the business interests and Pecos Wa before they gathered
recently Matthews, division
under
Democratic club," with
disappointment
getting
engineer, was
covered. They saw no evidence of the ter Lsers' association, the ofllcial body spreading branches in front of the the Puye ruins could not dampen State Senator T. J. Mabry the presi- encountered In the 500 foot level on with Mr. Dyer, and H. B.
Tltcomb, enot the land owners in
the project home tor dinner. Just as dinner was their enjoyment,
Are although It must have been burndent of the new organization, W. W. the Queen vein, flooding the 700 and gineer, and W. E. Day, private secrecombined and raised the necessary
SCO foot levels;
a
concrete
bulkhead
lm-- 1
On
Santa
two
Fe
the
at
to
with
be
served
W.
ing for several hours.
White,
arriving
B. Cramer,
ready
secretary;
tary, were with H. V. Piatt The entelephoned funds for publicity. So far many set
Monslgnor Fourchegu
turkeys gracing the table, j gates scattered," some going on the treasurer, and H. L. Studevant and is being put inForto stop the flow.
Ernestine
the last 20 days of tire party spent about six hours in
when in- tlers have come to the project in con brown and delicious, a sound of evening trains to their homes, some John McMinn first and Becond
for the fire department
with the
July 17,700 ounces ot gold and silver Demlng, getting acquainted
formed by one of the sisters from sequence of this organized work. But drums was heard and
repectively.
allegation of remaining to visit a little longer in
and familiarizing
bullion was smelted, with a concen- Demlng people
the ianitarfum nearby that the build- another Important step has Just been Indians came riding down ths valley the "City ot Holy Faith," but Satur-Clark,
Harmon
Underwood,
and
all
taken that will materially promote detrate product of over S
tons. The themselves with the resources of this
ing was afire. She had stepped into
road, headed by the governor. The In. day morning the last one vanished, other Democrats came Into the new
A party of Demlng boosters
the yard and saw the smoke issuing velopment. Last night a contract was ians were gorgeously attired and and so ended the convention, pro- - organization and enthusiastically en- total output tor the month was 27,- - region.
took the railroad men out in automo460 ounces ot bullion and
14
tons
from the building. Mr. Ward was closed between Pecos Water Users' wore
tered Into the program.
When the shroud nounced by all the "best yet.
e
concentrates.
Ore treated biles, visiting in a short run the farms
one of the first on the scene and he Association and the Civic Develop
"Seven hundred majority In Curray
Rev. La Rue and Mr. Faren were on
ing blankets were cast aside they per
was
690 tons, of Earl Van Sickle, John Hund, C. E.
the
week
last
during
at Wee turned a garden ihose on the ment Co. of Kansas City, that will in mitted the women to examine
the the train coming back, having walked county for Wilson and Marshall," Is the low
recon- Hicke, P. K. Connaway, W. E. Foulks
occasioned
by
figure
flames. Just as he approached the sure ample capital for development of rich
in
in
of
from Puye, as they had
their one
the slogans adopted by the
the" lands. No details of the
beading and ornamentation on
struction work on old battery of 20 and J. F, Doderer. Mr. Piatt, who is
working the soft
Wilon-Marshabuilding an excited spectator rushed
of
the
club.
deer skin garments. A num. pockets the return certificates
The mapprlty stamps, which will be completed about very familiar with the possibilities
are given out. But in a general
up and kicked In the door. With 8 plans
ber of war dances were given, of the delegates. They had gotten some plc- - for McDonald In the recent election, the end of the month.
of irrigation with the pump, being
rear, the flames shot out for six feet way It may be said that contracts will different
furtures
will
of
the
ruins
and
which
was
the largest majority rePuye
be made with individual land owners
tribes, which are not seen
Iron Group About 75 tons of ore himself In some degree a farmer, deseverely burning Ward's hands and to
to
on
nlsh
ceived
applithem
the
candidate
by
the
and
delegates
at
any
time, has been delivered to the Deadwood clared that this valley is one of the
advance the necessary funds for at the regular Pueblo danceB,
'
driving him back.
which were exceedingly interesting. cation, and that will serve to miti was a little over 600.
for treatment.
Several men are at most promising agricultural districts
He gamely kept up the fight and planting alfalfa and orchards, more es
ot
An
"not
elaborate
the
state
hoi
get
for
called
gate
was
The
disappointment
program
been work on the property and as it is that he ever saw. "With, your abund.
president
put out the fire in the lower room. pecially peach and other deciduous and
for
there.
the
event
of
prepared
was
ting
fruit
ard
"opening"
Introduced,
presented
large, and as good results have al ance of pure water at shallow depth,1
Just as the fire burst out In the sec- In Chethat have proven so successful
So many people did so many kind the club, which will be on next FriIt contemplates the with a handsome silver souvenir ring
project.
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conceded,
measures.
tection
kind 'here presented.
and to endeavor to make light of It
after some years of doubt, to be more
all the pomp and circumstance that attends such gatherings.
What an exhibit! Has the Inter
Let the new battleship be New Mexico.
or s numan), and this raised such
by calling It the Bull Moose party,
Today that party is dead beyond any possible chance of resurrection; Its
state commerce act Improved the con
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The presidential contest upon which the people of this country are now
Is It true that all
and when he realized that the delvers
Is a rare bit of humor on the part of William Lorlmer when fie for a third party?
That
HaB
trust?
single
protection kept wert about to
contest.
contest it is a two-side- d
entering Is not a three-side- d
expose the corpse, he
refers to Theodore Roosevelt as a "menace." William Barnes says the the needs of this day and hour are down the cost ot living?
Taft and the gray wolves of privilege that surround him are already
resigned in a hurry, by telegram, in
same thing, and yet it was only last spring that the investigating committee supplied by the republican and demoOld
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are
Oh,
ranks
whose
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Is It true that
fact!
of the New York legislature said of this same William Barnes: 'The most cratic organizations?
One of the other parties will have the reins of government in the coming
man movement and fast thinning before the deadly fire
Put some fear of the people In the
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a
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in
control
the people
of
them any harm, and It's quite likely
Penrose also regards Roosevelt as a menace, yet It was Boies Penrose to whom imply and solely to feed the veng
(Continued From Yesterday.)
It is our belief that the new progressive party, free from old entangle- Archbald
to do us a lot of good!
telegraphed the modest little sum of $25,000 in payment for his eance and glut the ambition of one
In short, until Roosevelt came to
ments, unfettered by former alliances uninfluenced by sectional feeling, Is Intimate association with Standard OU interests, and "In accordance with man? Why are these things thus?
j.
the presidency, what was congress
the party to lead us Into these new fields of endeavor, under the dawning our understanding. So does Guggenheim the tainted senator from Colorado,
But thlB recalling of Judicial decisIn short, why am I a Bull Moose?
doing, session after session,' year In ions.
light of a new national era. To this party every believer in a change of whose name in connection with Alaska land deals and other matters has made
Isn't that revolutionary?. Well,
If there has been anything of, late end
out? Studying the condi
method and In a people's government should lend a cordial and consistent him more notorious than famous. To be
regarded as a menace by suoh a yearB since I grew to manhood end tion year
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When Roosevelt
country, It has been my country's the lobbies at Washington?
The standpat candidate for attorney general ' In Michigan declares that
Making enunciated his new Idea of
failure, until a very recent date, to it easy for them to not
the recall
the real issue in this campaign Is the tariff whether we want to continue It light.All the
only
expreBs
and companions of the men above mentioned agree live
of
and
val
judicial decisions before the Ohio
up to the high promises
or relinquish It; that we have had experience under both the tariff and free with them as to the Roosevelt menace, and from their standpoint, they are
their will but see to It that their will
the
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fath
iant
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its founders,
convention. last Feb-- .
hopes
trade systems.
was carried into effect?
absolutely right. He and the party back of him are a menace to those very era of our republic.
ruary, the reactionary papers distortThe Michigan candidate continues;
me
Don't
make
Interests which the
laugh!
gang would
ed what he really said into the most
"The fact remains, and it Is more Important than all things else to the
When our nation came Into being
The plain facts 1b that when Roose
hold Inviolate, sacredly free from the vandal hands of theAmerican people.
bizarre results Imaginable. : Roose
It was a very different world, from velt
people at large, tJhat,we have a condition of general prosperity. The workthe tiller, we were
0
grasped
velt expressly stated that he favored
what we Bee today. The world was a
lngman has plenty of work, the farmer good prices, and the business man Is
nation, our leading
T. K. Neidrlnghaus, one of the prominent politicians' of Missouri and a
world of despotism, of absolute mon business men were rapacious and ut the application of such drastic meth
doing well. Our farmers are protected against competition from Canada and rank
standpatter, made the peculiarly suggestive statement a few days ago
elsewhere and with republicans In power they will continue to be protected
and terly without business conscience! ods only under certain precise condi
that Taft has as good a chance to carry Missouri as any other state. Every archies, of grimly entrenched
tions and after the lapse of a certain
Reciprocity Is dead for 60 years."
unassailable privilege, of aristocracy our politicians were
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come
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just business
that
be
pass
a mighty in its town and
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Mr. Kuhn overlooks the fact that the platform of the progressives de
country palace and men once removed and not very far reasonable period of time. In short,
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in
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race,
presidential
Neidrlnghaus
practically got
this was to be merely a short cut to
clares: "We believe In a protective tariff which shall equalize conditions of
mm distanced even at this early stage of the race. When his own adher democracy in Its town tenement and removed at that and congress was
what state legislatures would have to
competition between the United States and foreign countries, both for the ents
country hovel
to
devoted
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admit
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entirely
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passing
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Where were the other republics devoted exclusively to money and take a very much longer time to
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Thus, as far as the tariff Is concerned, the argument In favor of the
the mother of them all? There were whatever to do with men and those the Sun you would think the colonel
us
lead
in
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battle
for
human
The
great
mission
rights.
greatest
had proposed to chop the constitubearing none! None! France "was a rnon
old organization does not hold good. The tariff is an Issue of course, but
industrial and social reforms which
tion into mince meat.
on this the progressive party stands square. While it Is an issue it is over upon my heart Is that before I cross the River Styx I may see this nation archy more absolute, more tyrannized
we American men bo sorely need!
more. General John H. McDowell, of Tennessee.
united
once
more
of
the
shadowed by the greater,
potent and pressing one, that
(To Be Continued.)
Switzerland was
mat is a patriotic cry for better conditions in America. It was deliv over than Russia. was
IlBhment of the people in their governmental rights; bhe recognition of
leas. Chljia
nothing. Portugal
In short, again, after the Civil war,
their Interests as at least equal to those of the great corporations, and the ered at the progressive convention at Chicago.
was a thousand years away, and her we abandoned our
0
political and demo
giving to them a voice in the management of their own affairs. That is the
ruler was a, God. The Central and cratic leadership of the world, we
Another text In our creed:
fundamental Issue, and In fighting for that the party has not lost sight of
American republics lay Inert ceased or our leaders
South
Direct
and
state
ceased to
national;' preferential presidential primary:
primaries,
those other principles which we believe to be necessary to our progress and
direct election of United States senators; the short ballot, the Initiative. beneath the heel of Spain. Canada care a fig for Improving the condition
prosperity.
South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, of not only our own nation but that
It is the progressive party from whom help must come in the present the referendum and the recall In states; limitation and publicity of campaign virtual
republics under another name, of our sister peoples, and we settled
J. P. Morris and son. W. E. Morris!
expenses; equal suffrage.
great emergency In our government life.
were primeval wastes, and New Zea- down with contented
0
grunts to wal of Paris, Texas, are here looking for
0
land and Australia lay, unknown and low in the
location.
trough ot money-makinIda Tarbel Just cannot help slapping at somebody. Now she says the unsuspected, upon the
bosom
FOR ADVANCEMENT.
Ralph Appleby, of Houston. Texas.
Isn't that true? You know it Is!
American housewife does not know how to cook. Ida may know about of the South Pacific, waiting to be
"A great party has pledged Itself to the protection of children, to the Standard Oil and
And, in the meantime, what has has located In Demlng.
like that but when she charges Inability to cook discovered.
things
of on Mie
care of the aged, to the relief of overworked girls, to the
A. R. Warner, of Belolt. WU:.
the rest of the world been doing,
part of American housewives, she Is talking to an audience of MisAnd that eighteenth century world
burdened men. Committed to these humane undertakings, it is Inevitable sourians In American married men.
what Is t!he rest of the world doing here Investigating the valley with a
have to be shown.
They
In
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in
that
sleep
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that such a party should appeal to women, should seek to draw upon the
lew to making Investments.
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of aristocracy and privilege and royal today?
great reservoir of their moral energy, so long undesired and unutilized In
I am ashamed to say It, but the
Mrs. W. H. Evans, of Beevllle. Tex- Is reported that 2,000 more marriages have taken place In California
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power!
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human
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the other,
program of
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since women secured tne right of suffrage than In any corresponding Derlod,
England, as, 1b here looking for a location.
a light In rest of the world, notably
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behold!
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for
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This proves conclusively that women have time to devote to other things than to that darkness and that light was France, Germany, Australia and New
Demlng, N. M., Aug. 21. The coro
That is a plea for humanity. It is not demagogic, nor dangerous, nor
voting, in spite or tne claims of those who opposed tlhem in their rlzhts. shed from the pages of a document Zealand and, in respect of woman's ner's Jury sitting Saturday afternoon
Jeopardizing to our institutions. It is a quotation from the speech of Jane so, mere:
even
China
are
us
suffrage
found
leading
that the death of Dominguez
penned with a goose quill pen by a
Addams, delivered at the progressive convention at Chicago.
In moral and Industrial
0
re was due to a cut in the abdomen
v
prim little country gentleman of Vir- today
0
;
It seems almost Incredible, made by one DeLuna. At the examinThe body of the Mikado will be drawn to the final resting place by an ginia. And the declaration Of Inde forms!
General William Booth, commander of Hie Salvation Army Is dead. He ox team. It is but natural that rulerB as well as
ing trial Euseblo DeLuna was bound
the rest of us, should want pendence was composed, and the but It Is overwhelmingly true!
was really one ot the big figures of this generation and accomplished, through to make tnat
Journey as slowly as possible,
Germany has had worklngmen'B In- over without bail to await the action
United States of America came into
treand
commanded
a
the
which
of
he
the agency
religious army
organized
of the grand Jury.
0
being, and the constitution was form surance and other notable Industrial
mendous amount of good.- - The Salvation Army touched where the church
The national congress, like the New Mexico legislature, does not seom ed and ratified, and a new era had reforms in effect for years!
At a large and enthusiastic meet- France
could not, try as it might, and It bas pulled from the slough of despair many to have much of a voice. The veto
Ib, In some respects, far more demopower Is getting to be a force In politics set in!
ng of progressives Saturday nleht. a
a man and woman who were slowly sinking in It. The Christian soldier who in uom siuie ana nation.
Wilson and Marshall club for Luna
Can you Imagine with what roars of cratic than we are ourselves!
Engdied yesterday has left a touching and a beautlfui record behind him, and
0
laughter, with what cynical merri- land is putting to rout her aristocrats county was formed, J, N. Upton was
an army of devoted followers will mourn over the final call which summoned
Andrew Carnegie is telling the folks over in London that millionaires ment, that declaration was read if and her weajthy privileged, classes elected president, Jas. R. Wartrtilk
him away.
Lee O. Lester, treas- Indeed, It ever penetrated Into those and has actually passed and put Into
are not taxed enough. Andy never talked like that here In his own
0
country.
rer and Samuel LIndauer. secretary.
exclusive, marbled recesses In the operation Old Age Pensions and Na.
o
Another text In our creed;
- Governor Marshall was told yesterday that he had been nominated for courts and palaces of the old world? tional Insurance, not to mention other There were good rousing progressive
The conscience of the people, In a time of grave national problems, has
speeches by Jas. R, Wadlll, Jas. S.
"All men created free and eqial!" notable democratic reforms!
called .Into being a new party, born of the nation's awakened sense of Justice vice president and Sunny Jim Sherman was notified today, so now they all
Think of It! England, the mother Fielder, and Samuel LIndauer.
Cannot you see and hear those silkIn accordance with the needs of each generation the people must use their kuuw iiiej re running, ana tne real race can begin.
A set of resolutions endnrRtnsr the
o
.
clad princelings and their courtiers of privilege, the seat of the snobs,
sovereign powers to establish and maintain equal opportunity and Industrial
The confirmation of Secundlno Romero by the senate is the consumma Bhake with uncontrollable
the paradise ot the rich man, England platform adopted at the Baltimore
guffaws
Justice, to secure which this government was founded, and without which no
tion oi tne last act of the New Mexico boss cabal. Their race 1b run in the Can you realize how utterly absurd it leading the United States In demo convention were passed.
republic can endure,"
The Luna county teachers institute
0y
pontics oi this state and the end is most fitting.
world cratic reforms!
all seemed In that
0
ODened thlfl mnrnlno.
It Isn't a pleasant sight, Is It?
,wan,DAl.
which now Is but a memory?
In his address to the Maryland editors Mr. Taft's BPeech was devoted
Those
Detroit
aldermen
must feel, looking at it from this standpoint, that
Well, so much
for history. And teachers enrolling. Supt. J. B. Taylor
It did seem absurd of course, but It
entirely to party regularity. The president wants nothing that smacks of
out
are
is conductor
mnoergarmers. Tne real students in bribery and grafting are was not
Sunt.
the unusual; nothing out of the established order of doing things In the po- iney
absurd, and the declaration now, what are we going to do about McFarland of and Instructor.
10 ue jouna in tne
ew rom political college.
the Silver City schools
litical field.
and the constitution insisted on show it?
0
visited
the
Institute
today. Drs. Da"Regularity, or feeling of regularity and respect for the republican party
remarkable vitality, and the Unit
vid R. Boyd, C. M. Light, W. E. Gariu Dwuzerianu cney nave rormauen kissing In railway stations. If the ing
I have Just been reading two beau
for what It has done and for what It Is capable of doing, wilt bring many
out
to
ed
fresh,
8tntes
put
began
rison and F. H, H. Roberts will be here
a man back," says the president. The question of regularity Is not bothering siauons mere are as Dad as some American stations we should not think green new leaves of hope and freedom tifully written essays on progress
the republican and democratic plat- during the institute and deliver lecthe average voter just now, so much as the question of right. It Is not so umi anyooay wouia want to Kiss tn them.
multitudes
and
began
weary
hungry,
0
tures.
much a matter of party usage as It 1b of Justice and a recognition of the
to flock to Its grateful shade from forms! I have not been so lulled and
D, L. Greenwood has
A KansaB City conductor found a pocketbook on his rnr with
r,nn in
..
soothed In years!
purchased two '
peoples' interests as well as those, corporative. The speech of the president
arlstocrotlo
and
scorched
the
parched
In block CC townslte addition from
to Che visiting editors was but a string of platitudes which constituted a It. He is trying to think how he can Bpend to the best advantage, the dollar lands of Europe, and government by
The sky Is blue! The cow bells lots
Dr. J. M. Williams, and will erect
plea for regularity In political action, wihlch regularity consists in voting the
the people by the people, mark you! tinkle sweetly In the pasture! The a bungalow on the same In
o
the near ,
old
wheel
drones
republcan ticket. The bolting electors are declared by Taft to be dishonest,
beside
the
lazily
had thrust Its firm roots Into the
future.
A text in our creed :
a word which most people would think the president would be a little chary
mill!
'
All Is quiet, and Test, and
'
ground.
J. H. and Troy Cantrell. recently
Easier method of amending the constitution, and then
of using since his nomination at Chicago. Regularity, however, teems to be
bringing under fed- We were the leaders then! We Peace!
w,
u wu.incsa, criua weirare ana women workers.
am,
the only available argument,
And If there is anything about the from Arkansas, bought of H, M. Bruce
ranked the world! Even England, the
e
0
a
0
relinquishment
Saturday.
most advanced of the nations when house or the barn which needs fixing,
A California physician says that It is Impossible to
catch cold, Thed we won our freedom, was profoundly If the colt has Bhed a shoe, or the These gentlemen have filed ihomestead
"I add the loval voice of the southern confederacy to the general acclaim
on
entries
Is
the
what
the
Id
batter?
a
Is
dreab
we've
same, consideration
beed havlg?
The republican party was a factional party. It existed in the south only
affected by our acts. 'We were the wagon spring a shift, or the roof $2400. The land Is located ten
.'
0
miles
for the purpose df keeping up the prejudices between the north and the south.
great, the compelling cause ' which shows signs of leaking; why, every- south of town,
Is
has
most
the
It
real social and political union
artistic, the manner In which Judson Harmon keens hu m,
prevented
Boon
be
made
will
as
The republican party alone
thing
just
right
French
revolution,
about
that
brought
H. F. Baldwin of El Paso, Is here for
thusiasm for Woodrow Wilson, concealed.
of the south and the north." .
which our modern arlstocrntB always as they get Into office
0
That does not sound like an attempt to disrupt nor destroy, but rather
a lovely picture! The coloring a few days looking after his business
It's
to
confuse
to
discredit
seeking
by
try
to build and unite. It is from the speech of Col. T. P. Lloyd of Florida and
If all Nat Goodwin's wives would go and take care nf him
free Interests in this place.
such dashing,
it with the Reign of Terror, which Is laid on In
.was delivered at the progressive convention at Chicago,
T. M. Culbertson of lago, Texas,
The technique Is so bold, so
ering from ms nocky point Injury, he could discharge tihe hospital force.
nn episode! Our example in strokes!
was
but
0
Is so is here prospecting.
The atmosphere
fluenced all Europe and planted the 'convincing!
Senator Mark Smith Is In favor of abolishing the Congressional Record. seeds which
R, E. Logan, of Moorsboro, N. C, ar
Congressman Stanley says the progressive party Is a Punch and Judy
sprouted forth, many true to life! But can I believe It!,
rived today In Demlng and will spend
show. We can recall many an Instance where Punch and Judy have taken It would have a tendency to shorten the congressional
Alas, gentlemen! I cannot!
If nothing years later, In the great continental
session,
and.
the crowd with them,
before
severui
noen
nil this
I've heard
days prospecting In the valley,
."
revolution oi wis,
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HELD BY LADIES
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New York, Aug. 19. Twelve
prices. "Chinese women vote; AmeriThe Daughters of the American I Kearny day; that this chapter annu
Italians, who had Just left a mid can women shout!" will be printed on Revolution belonging to the Stephen ally hold a meeting on that day, with
of
feast
the
their face.
W. Kearny Chapter of Santa Fe, held appropriate
night open air celebration
ceremonies, and that ,on
of the Assumption In the upper Bronx,
Miss Helen V. Russell, republican, a meeting Sunday afternoon, Aug. 11 each recurring anniversary, we place
this
1
o'clock
at
in
street
of
women
the
knoit
said the New York
that to take action on the death of Mrs a wreath of fresh flowers on the porof trait of General Kearny, as a tribute
morning around the body of Frank party had not planned any social ao Buscome, who was a daughter
wiho
lay
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when
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leaders,
but
tivItieB
one
started
yet,
Rlmoll,
they
General Kearny. Thli was the first of our admiration and respect.
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Jerome
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a
make
the
other
they
In accordance with the resolutions
the
parties regular meeting held in
decapitated
Chapter's
street car. Rlmoll was knocked off take notice.
new room, which 1b located In the the simple yet beautiful
ceremony
unthe car by an "L" pillar, and fell
New York, Aug. 20. Mrs. Harriet Sena block, and which they wish to v,as carried out yesterday at the Old
Stanton-Blatcder the wheels.
is going on the stage be considered the headquarters for Palace, the members of the D. A. R.
The conductor of the car had told for one day. She Is to be the center- the D. A. R. of New Mexico.
.'"!
being present, and a few guests.
bis passengers that the accident was piece in a frame of suffragettes, who
The hour, the event which was be"'- "" "V"'
This room presents a very dignified
had
Rlmoll
Jump' will dash on the stage at one of the and
due to the fact that
attractive, though old fashioned ing commemorated, the simplicity of
in
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the
from
wrong
ed on board
New York theaters for one perform appearance, with Its simple, straight the brief ceremony all were, in perfect
an effort to avoid paying his fare.
ance only, In their act, emitted "Votes backed chairs and its mahogany keeping, and were intended to recall
dred valuable borseB have been stolen
and dangerous philosophy and pedestrians.
"That i true," one of Rlmoll's for Women," devised and staged by book case, which speaks of the days that day sixty-siyears ago when oning
You know there Is no railing on In
various localities. In almost every
friends said. "He had put every cent Mrs. Charles Edward Knobloch, active o- - the revolution, which has been General Stephen W. Kearny entered says: "Some women require beating." the bridge and there Is a
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I
Of course no men do, doctor.
Instance, the very best horses
have
at
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sunset
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he possessed Into the collection plate in the Women's Political Union.
Stars
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reach It, so that In the dark a per- each ranch have been taken. .One
loaned to the chapter by Governor W.
always wondered why all this talk of son
Old
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over
the
proat the feast."
Stripes
Palace,
would be qu)e likely to get a bunch of mares with colts, twelve in
Mrs. Blatch's single appearance as T. Thornton. On its shelves are cups
The conductor, himself a devout a vaudeville star Is scheduled for and saucers and plates of old design, claimed this henceforth, American ter- lappings and beatings about the do serious tumble, and the city to an- all, was reported missing from a Va
mestic hearth has been confined to
Catholic, then suggested that all kneel September 12, night performance only and glasses bearing the Insignia of ritory and listened to the thunder of
,aw Bult- - u ou,d not require lencia county ranch yesterday. The
of the house and we ne)I
and pray for the soul of Rimoli. Sev Her "act" is only one of seven suf the D, A. R., the spinning wheel and the saluting gun from old Fort Marcy, the feminine side
a
amount
of expenditure of officers are now busily at work on the
Sreat
of the wife beater. I
eral cars following, all crowaea wm
closing as unaffected and sincerely always hear
money nor time and might save a trail of the borBe thieves and expect
fragette "actB" which will be seen at flax.
a ceremony as was that yes- don't believe that ever in my life, I
simple
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dea
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800a
regular
have heard of a husband beater; and
pants Joined those praying in the ning September 9.
hereafter take place on the first Mon- terday by the ladles of the D. A. R. yet I have known of instances where, I That' old ounce of prevention and of the gang have not been found but
L.
Mrs.
Bradford
street until fully twelve hundred men
Prince, state regent
day of each month, at three o'clock
osni of cure talk which we have all they are believed to be in a moun
At the Astor mansion. Sixty-fift- h
for the New Mexico Society read a If ever a good, sound thrashing, that been
and women were kneeling around the
would leave the victim in the shape
hearing all our lives is not ty tainous section of the state and many
street and Fifth avenue, it was an- In the afternoon, The members of brief address and
over
the
placed
mangled body.
por Johnson would leave him after he had any means a vapid or senseless
miles from a railroad. The similarity
nounced today that Mrs. Madeline the chapter were requested to meet trait of the veteran soldier
A 1100,000 (Ire which started shortly Force-ABtoa
beauti
r
him up, was deserved It was lng. It has a world of truth In It of the thefts lead to the belief tbat
and her son, John Jacob Sunday afternoon, August 18, at four ful wreath of flowers.
before 2 o'clock this morning in a
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us In the operations of the gang are direct-e-i
In the cases In mind. I have always which we have bright to
lAstor VI, were doing well. Miss Hel- o'clock at the Historical Society' of Mrs. Prince was as follows
loft building on tihe Bowery en
one or two men and the police
Xesblt, the trained nurse in charge, rooms to decorate the portrait of
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APACHE BADLY WANTED.
him with all the heavy of socks to save them from the rag
official weight at the time of his
Resolution on the death of Mrs
had their hands full keeping back the
portrait of General Stephen W. Kear gc right after
An Apache Indian named Juan Roy-bs
In the house, from the
L. B
Bascome Introduced by Mrs.
bag a little later and the buying of
ny, for whom our first chapter In this artillery
crowds of tenement dwellers who surg- 7birth last Wednesday morning was
wanted badly by the mounted poto the skillet, winding up with new pair, to the f'xlng of a bridge at
Prince, state regent of the D. A. R. of state is named.
pounds.
and panicky, from the
ed, half-cla- d
an upper cut from the stove poker. a small expense that a big one may lice for stealing a horse from John
"Slxty-slStorieB of a fabulous fortune left t)y New Mexico:
narrow Bide streets and watched the
years ago, this day. and
Rogers Haines of Haines, Rio Arriba.
the murdered
Whereas, the sad Information has at this hour, he entered the capital of Rarely, we read of an athletic stunt be saved In the future.
flames destroy the stocks of several Herman Rosenthal,
of this kind and we are always in
There are a great many old prov county, New Mexico, has taken to the
manufacturers of cheap furniture. Six gambler, are being circulated In Rhen- recently come to us of the death ol New Mexico, and took possession of
and a member of the demountains
with it too, all of us. The erbs that have come down through
hundred men who were guests at a ish, Prussia, the district from which Mrs. Ellen, Kearny Bascome of St. this ancient province as a part of the sympathy
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ALLEGED KILLER CAUGHT.
The doctor Is a little antique In his years, and the theories of centuries
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their
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government has at last views.' The
Gabriel Romero with Luciano Lopez
day of beating has about back are applicable still.
A garden club has been formed In er reports place the amount at 10 New Mexico, not only as the head of found Its fruition In the recent, estah- gone by. Hence our societies fori' "An ounce oj prevention,'; etc., and charged with having killed Edward
New Rochelle. It is composed of a million dollars. Four German (heirs, our patriotic organization in a neigh- Iishment of statehood.
. Moore a brakeman
at Gallup a short
prevention of cruelty to animals. "a penny earned," etc., are two old
'It Is appropriate that this cere-- Once
hundred women and many are waiting It is said, are preparing to put in boring state, but as the daughter of
time ago was arrested at Corona by
In a while, perhaps, the spanksayings that are very especially ap- local officers,
this mony should take place In this ancient
up to join. Meetings are held every claims to the estate. So far as known the great general for whom
according to informaing paddle of by gone days may be plicable to the management of muni
month and members hold competi- In New York, Rosenthal was practic chapter Is named, and in appreciation f aiace, where he was first received on
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of her visit to this city, and the prearrival wihere the American flas
tions and listen to talks on flower gar- ally penniless when
beatings In the domestic circle belong bridge to the building of a city hall. now in Jail at Santa Rosa. He denies
dens. The last meeting was held Mon- ed. Sam Paul has Bald that he paid sentation through this chapter of the was first raised in token of sovereign- to the age of the cave man.
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we have a mind York the other day, a man wants to
whatever
fashion,
tivated wild flowers and decorative years Mr. Bllven had devoted himself
of
white
Resolved, That the members of the
pansies, she added:
weeds was won by Mrs. L. C. Rich-aid- s to tlhe study of Intricate mechanical Stephen Watts Kearny Chapter
"In remembrance of the daurhter to call It, changes are constantly corn- - be mighty careful into what kind of
of
Green Daughter of Minister
of Residence Park. Another prize problems, originating new Ideas in Santa Fe, desire to place on record of this distinguished general, who has lng In the method of wearing clothes a restaurant he goes to get a plate of Mildred
is Found In Bed With Her Throat
was won by Mrs. Lucius W. Hitch- steam engines, boilers and finally fly- thlB expression of their affection fot lately been called to her last home. and even to the way we shall fix our beans. In this Instance he went Into
Cut No Clew to Slayer nor Reason
faces, and of course, the manner In the Waldorf-Astoria- .
When he told
cock.
Miss Grace Tober spoke for ing machines. He spent more than Mrs. Bascome, and of deep regret a't she, who made this ceremony
possible, which ladies shall dress their 'hair. the Justice of the
for Crime.
million dollars In his experiments her death.
of American wild
the cultivation
peace about it in
Dy ner loving thought, both of
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Now, comes the news from London court the next morning he innocently
and took out about thirty patents.
roses.
18 father and of this chapter. I lay these
Resolved further, That
Aug. 20. Mildred
Members of the New York ChildAfter spending a lifetime writing the day on which General August en pansies for thoughts which are the that side whiskers and strapped pant- remarked: "I was hungry and I saw Eugene, Oregon,
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those Dun- - nskeil fnr a nlato nt henn" it w!Rev. H. A. Green, minister of the
this portrait, and beside her name, as from 1S30 or thereabouts
failure, after more than a week of the ibald C. Haynes died without any In state, and the American
flag was for
trousers, that guileless remark that got him'BaPtl6t church there, was found dead
dreary whiskers, checked
a silent token of the affectionate
parents of "Jane Doe," No. 26, to surance on his own life. In his will the first time raised over the
re
Palace,
Btrapped under the shoe, all coming into the police court. The
marble jin bei thlB morning with her throat
claim her, because Jane's ready Bmlie Just filed here he only left a 500 esbe known and celebrated hereafter by gard In which her memorv is revered back to
a
to at front waiter was Insulted and in the cutmen
chance
give
and cheerful ways surely must be tate, which goes to his widow. Hayby
this
chapter."
A. R. of New
Mexico as
The chili occupied a room directly
least make some kind of a showing of ejectment proceedings that followed
missed from any home she ever bless nes was general agent of the Equit- the D.
'
gayety and color on the dull and color- - the request for a plr-.tof beans, the "hove .that of her father who heard
ed. Jane Doe No. 26 cannot talk and able many years and later was presilesB landscape.
Then they say that longshoreman and the Waiter got tan- - nc disturbance during the night Mr.
there was not a mark of Identifica dent of the Mutual Reserve Life InRobert W. Herter, Lawrencevtlle, wttn tne wnisKers are
COLORADO
P08TOFFICE
coming back gled up in such a manner that the one Green called to the girl this morning,
tion anywhere about her clothing surance company.
SAFE IS DYNAMITED.
with tight waists, rolling collars, Btriped landed in the police court and the and failed to receive an answer. He
Mo., who had been bothered
when a policeman found her strolling
A long standing dispute among rne
19,-The
safe ,,,,,,, )rnilhlB for twn V(,ar.
Plnttevllle, Colo., Aug.
says: and checked double waistcoats, swath other in the hospital. Evidently the went to her room and found the body.
In Fourth avenue.
She Ms about 21-- sailors and officers of the
big ocean m uie rmuevuie pus lu nice wan uiuwn ,, . .
so
tA
,ia ing neckcloths, and sugar loaf hats. Judge did not consider the asking for The coroner's Inquest failed to bring
and
IUUUO
old,
Ut AIU"
years
unusually pretty
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liners, Mauretania, Ivernla and Ore-tav- nnan tnAntr Ttw nn
lrU LUl CO UlltCICUl
Won't we be lalapaloosas?
a plate of beans an Inexcusable In any motive for the crime.
good tempered that the matrons say
as to which ship carries the best with $400 worth of stamps, after en - ney pills but with no relief.
My
The police have been unable to find
Then with all this we are to have sult for he only gave the offender J;i
the other tota will experience a vert rowing Bquad, was settled last
evening gnglng In a pistol duel with Dr. J. F. neighbor told me to use Foley Kid scented handkerchiefs
any clue to the murderer. There
tpble "passing of the third floor back'' on the Hudson river. Three picked Dawson, a local,
'
of tucked in the sleeve and
physician. Four sus- - ney Pills, I took three bottles
walking the provincial patron who wanted were no signs of a struggle about the
when Jane is taken away.
crews from the liners fought pects driving a dilapidated automo - them, and got a permanent cure.
I sticks attached
to the wrist by
a beans tJiat the Waldorf was not a child's room nor anything about the
Frank Brunette, a doorkeeper of a over a 21-- miles course for the su bile
were arrested near Platteville a recommend them to everybody." Fo; tassel. We are to have tight sleeves sandwich and bean restaurant but room had been disturbed.
moving picture theater, was fined f 250 premacy and the Mauretania sailors half hour after the
on our coats, slit up the side, all dec there
jsale by all druggists.
robbery.
they served broiled snails, the It Is possible tbat the murderer en
for admitting William Carelll, an
won handily. The boats used for the
orated with pearl buttous. Gee! That tongues of humming birds frlcasse, tered by the back door, Intending to
minor, into his theater.
race were extra heavy, being large
swell.
and all the novelties and delicacies rob the house but aroused the little
certainly sounds
Frank Knight, chauffeur who inher- enough to accommodate
sixty persons.
It will seem funny after this long of the world, but nothing so humbly girl accidentally and killed her to
ited 58,0O0, said that he would not The winners' time was twenty-on- e
;
season of bald faces which fashion and disgustingly pleblan as baked prevent an outcry.
give up his Job. He is employed by minutes.
has decreed, to see men adorned with beans.
a wealthy summer resident.
Walter Signer, Are engrlne driver,
MORE CHRISTIANS KILLED.
Dundreary whiskers and bell crowned
There must be a dividing line, 1
Dr. Frederick F. Hoyer, 91
years rescued John Robinson by carrying
hats. If they will only bring baca suppose, In all things In this world,
old, the oldest active
physician In him from the fifth floor of a burning
the hoopsklrts and hair nets for the and a place to eat beans and a!
Constantinople, Aug. 20. It Is replace
New York state and the oldest Ma- tenement house
There was a meeting of the civic by the civic committee for all the
we can
out walking
early today down a
and to toy with lobster Newburg and cavi- ported that Montenegrin troops yesclub competing children, at which time the ladies, we are go
this ladder that was so short It would reach committee of the Mother'B
son, died In Tonawanda early
back in another age, are, but
Imagine
just because a chap gets in- terday surrounded and entered the
afternoon at the high prizes will be awnrded.
morning from heart disease.
only from floor to floor. The driver Thursday
but hoopsklrts and strapped pants to the wrong eating pew once It hard- Albanian district of Berana on the
One of the many small contributions mounted the fifth
The following Is the list of compet- and
seem
a
story by hooking school,
whiskers
will
ly seems an occasion for murder nor Montenegrin frontier, where a massaHome Gard- little Dundreary
received by Rol!o Wells, treasurer of the ladder to the lowest window, to
The committee selected Judges, five ing children's names:
Incongruous with electric lights mayhem, even though it was In so cre of Christians by Mohammedan
chilJoe
the democratic national
ens: Julian Otero,
committee, which he climbed and then pulled the In number, to pass on the school
Owen,
and telephones. With all the microbes swell a place as the Waldorf-Astoriarnauts bas been in progress but that
Carlllo,
Dorothy that science declares
Owen, Irlnlo
yesterday was a one dollar bill mailed ladder up after him. In this way he dren's home gardens, also on the
infest the that a misguided, would-b- e guest ask- the fort remains In the hands of the
to the Woodrow WlUon headquarters scaled to the
John
around
the
McConvery,
Dwlght mustache what a wild Jungle of bacilli ed for a
high Coleman,
burning apartment, and girls' flowers gardens
plate of beans, which Is Turks.
In a heavily scented pink envelope. then he carried down the unconscious school.
Walker, Beatrice a set of Dundrearys would be. Here
Schaub, Helen
The Albanian insurgents are consupposed to be the great American
"From a suffragette,"
wbb the in- Robinson In the same manner.
The JudgeB will be around to In- Sellgman, Salomon Lucero, Anita Or- would be a great chance for the dis- dish that can be found
In any place tinuing their advance toward SaloniRoberto
Hesch,
scription pinned to the bill.
Romero,
next
tiz,
Virginia
probweek,
the
spect
gardens
infectant factory to get out some new where there are eatlngB.
It must ka It Is reported that a rebel force
If you we adLadles, attention!
Guev-guel- l,
ably,
Thursday, August 22. How- Dana Pankey, Kalherine Andrews, line of microbe destroyer.
come as a sort of shock to
IN
any citizen numbering 2500 men occupied
mirers of Woodrow Wilson and desire 8TANDPATTERS
will be given later In the Euseblo Grlego, Albert Miller, Eunotice
ever,
Who
be
the
will
I
to
miles from Saloniki. The
of this country to feel that it Is a diswonder,
first,
ILLINOIS
fifty
SEEK
TO
to show tlhat fact by attending the
Lois come out In Santa Fe with DunSo genia Miller, Susie Norment,
of the exact date.
Turkish government has concentratgrace to want beans.
KEEP OPPONENT8 OUT. New Mexican
meetings Mrs. Borden Harrlman and
children keep your eye on the New Spear,
Jocelyn Crichton, Norma dreary whiskers, gay colored waisted troops at Keuprulu, and Ibrahim
Tueswill
hold every
her associates
Mexican.
Fiske, Edward Linney, Jane Abbott, coats and bell crowned hats.
Pasha who has taken military measA HALIBUT FARM.
In Progressive Head- Chief
Interest
noon
the
In
Garden
Max
the
theater,
day
The committee requests that the Kenneth Law, Clinton Lutz,
ures for the protection of Squp, has
The government has taken
at
In
Quarters
Centers
Chicago
the
childup
"Who
mind
the
will
question,
AGAINST THE MOVIES,
children be at home on Read, Clifford Rardy, Page Otero,
twenty-fou- r
the insurgents
higth cost of living problem as far as given
Fight to Get Names of New Party competing
ren?" need not bother you. The demthat date, and have their gardens Margaret Cogdale, Luplta Rivera,
hours to submit.
Of course there are two sides to meat Is concerned and will
Candidates on Ticket
endeavor
ocratic party will have the parlors in
GerTheo.
are
Frank Chaves,
Muller,
re ady for Inspection. So If there
including the movies, to establish what it calls halibut
everything,
the Garden theater fitted up as nursA. S. Jones of the Lee
Pharmacy,
any stray weeds in your gardens you trude Smith, FranceB Mayes, Ralph their management and method of pro- farms, to be run and handled
nurses will
eries. Three white-cappejust as
Chicago, 111., Aug. 20. Chief inter had better get busy.
Anna
Willie
&
Slaughter,
Rodriguez,
duction, their value and quality and we handle ranchea in the west, with Chlco, Cal., who has handled Foley
take care of the youngsters. And all est in Chicago progressive headquart
from Kaune, Dorothy Ooebel, Delia Miller, ail
If any child has withdrawn
Co. 'a medicines for many yearB says:
"
on the the same system and
but
the
are
that,
people
sorts of Wilson rattles, drums and ers today centered In discussion of the contest
regularity.
I consider that Foley's Honey anl
they will please notify Marlam WasBen, Hill Chavez, Jacob movies' side and congress better go
Halibut is the most successful shiphorns will make glad the hearts of the securing a party scale on the ofTar Compound has no equal, and
the chairman of their work so that no Alarld, LoulB Martinez, Ramon Baca, flow In any investigation that hinders ping fish and can be
kept for a
McCor-mlcthe little Wilsonltes.
k
ficial Illinois ballot. Medill
one cough medicine I can recorr
the
month or more If
their operation.
properly handled and
And mother need have no fear of
'declared that members of the
which has still remain fresh and sweet, hence mend as containing no narcotics o
The
national
legislature
or
his
frock
at
her
play, state republican
baby soiling
organization were
The gendeveloped within the last year or two the choice of this particular fish for other harmful properties."
for little linen gowns and caps will be using every effort to keep the pro
in a yellow package.
For sals
i'.s a perpetual Investigating machine, farm purposes.
Well, as far as I am uine
provided for the small visitors. Should gressives from placing their names on
'
which does not grind out much of a concerned I would as soon they would by all druggists.
the little ones become too unruly, the official ballot.
grist that is of any value, is going to farm halibut as anything else if it
"Jack" Hammond has consented to
Mr. McCormlck exhibited a number
DI3EASE
STRANGE
Investigate the moving picture trust. will bring down the price of meat. It
amuse them.
of telegrams from progressive leaders
KILLS KANSAS HORSES.
Whether this is a good trust or a bad will seem funny in the future to visit
society In various states In which
Many of Mrs. Harrtman's
predictions
trust, I am not prepared to say, but a friend on the coast and have him
friends will attend these meetings in of
victory were made.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 20. Three
or Adolf tnke you out to his mackerel ranch
probably Mike Stanton
their newest gowns. Mrs. Harrlman
One ws from A. L. C. Atkinson,
Fischer could tell, as they have both or halibut farm. It should greatly In- hundred horses, belonging to farmherself, it is whispered, has Imported
crease
national
committeeman
progressive
the summer resort propositions ers of Ness county, Kansas, have died
had, through their management of the
many beautiful frocks for these occa- from
Hawaii, who said he would arElks' opera house here, an Intimate and be a benefit to the guys who buy during the last week, from a malady
sions. So shoppers may combine two
rive In Chicago for a conference toreal
estate
unslght and unseen and that is puzzling veterinarians.
association with the operation of the
pleasures by bearing fine arguments morrow.
find after a few months or
Local experts, who have been callyears, may
and seeing fine costumes.
popular moving picture show. I have be that
they have bought 160 acres of ed In, declare the horses have conno doubt that thlB trust, like any
"We are going to have a series of
Inke bottom or ocean sea
Wilson-Marshaweed land. tracted a form of mo'd from eating
other Is likely to become arbitrary
teas, to which all of THIRSTY ELEPHANT
can at once construct their pur- grass that sprang up rank following
TERRORIZES VILLAGE.
our members will be invited cordialand do some things that are not They
chase Into a fish fnrm and fool the recent heavy rains. The mold, if that
ly, Irrespective of whether we have
strictly within the lines of justice and real estate
sharp who Intended to Is what it is, caused paralysis of the
ever made their acquaintance," said
Chicago, 111., Aug. 20, An elephant.
fair dealing, but it may as well be ditch
a sucker In a kind deal, and throat muscles and congestion of the
Mrs. Holmes, a democratic .woman crazed, It Is said, by Its keeper's fail
understood by members of congreBS
indeed,
worker. "These teas will be held In ure to give water, burst its chains
that the chap who Interferes with the been forwould have done so, had it not brain. The farmers have been treatthe opening of this new Held ing their own animals. They give
the homes of the various members of and escaped from a wild west show in
operation of the movies, can not only of
enterprise like the bass ranch or the animal oil or some other mediour party and all expenses will be Englewood, a suburb, today. Huncount on a retirement to private life, halibut
farm.
cine, which the horse cannot ewallow,
but In being the lending figure In a
paid by the members who give them. dreds of persons were terrorized by
This new field of
endeavor Is likely and veterinarians declare, death 1b
"After a round of luncheons and the maddened beast, which In ItB
lynching bee when he gets Into that to add largely to our
natlonnl individ- from mechanical pneumonia as the
teas we expect to have a parade simi- flight, smashed fenceB, uprooted trees
enforced retirement,
ual wealth unless the
Guggenheims medicine goes to the lungs.
lar to the woman suffrage parade and and overturned one or two small
In
A man
congress may vote and Morgans, et
a.,
get the oceans
r
hope to sweep all before us.''
buildings. Police, sent In wagons to
against reciprocity, the tariff, the cornered before
any
homesteaders
COMMISSON FORM
At the Bull Moose headquarters capture the elephant, were forced to
Monroe doctrine, the building of bat- can
get out onto the water.
FOR TRINIDAD COLO.
.Miss Carpenter, a suffragist, said:
In Mexico, and
climb trees. They coaxed It Into a
intervention
Adnlal-ddeManuel
tleships,
RIcardo
Pino,
In
Alarld,
wasted
Inspecting
time will be
"The work of organizing a woman's corner and shackled It.
Trinidad, Colo., Aug, 20. Whether
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away
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get
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Lopez,
Sanches,
A
serted gardens.
vast amount t 111 health Is due or not Trinidad shall have a special
section of the progressive party Is golet him vote for any measure to
There are eight prizes, aggregating Thayer, Willie Muller, John Hesh, Fe- but
Impaired digestion.
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properly the whole system becomes et the polls here today. The present
the state of ttie Interest of women, la the Individual, man
Juanita Senn, steamer out wl?l be about the healthSix f these prizes are Pettln, Juan Padllla,
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Irregularities.
strengthen your
fraud by means of "padded" registra"Money Is coming In and delegates kidney
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Snnchez, Francisco Segura, present congress have about enough orate your liver, and digestion, Invigare being chosen for the New York ey Kidney Pills are healing, strength are MIbs Clara D. True, twenty
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Quick
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Anton, Almeta
Contain no harm- Sena, five dollars. '
beneficial results.
least 150 women 'there."
feeling due to faulty diges- republican leaders, who are conducttrouble as will come to them with
The decision of the Judges will be Slaughter,
Put
tion.
if, Many others
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BE INSPECTED AND JUDGED
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September, when tbetr local exhibits
will be shown, then shipped to- WH-lar- d
to be a part of th county fair
'
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exhibits,
The management of the I Torrance
Nature in her wfsdom and beneficence has provided, jn her great
of
County Fair intend that this two days vegetable laboratory, the forest, a cure tor most of the ills and ailmentsbomeet shall be one that will with ell humanity. Work and study have perfected the compounding of these
for the Black range Tuesday. They fnlrness shown the products of every tanical medicines and placed them at our disposal. We rely upon them
because we can use
will also go Into th Mogollon coun- section of the county. Live stook first because of their ability in curing disease, and next
such remedies do not injure the system.
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diggings. They expect lo be there will be sports of all ,,klnds.
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LOOKING FOR TREASURE.
dred dollars per acre. The ditches the roan horse of Luther Foster, Pawley, wlthr, jer l'"Je girl, had been gan Leader.
NOTHING FINER.
A bunch of Mesealero Apache In'great many rocks have washed Into
is Judged to be one of the best horses to town and on starting home overIT WAS A PEACH.
There Is no nicer or delicious fish 1" the tracks, which are a nuisance, and are fu'I of water and everybody
dians passed through Hillsboro last
in tire country. Mr. Bojorques was took the elder Mr. Powell and Invited
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NEW SHIPPING BOX.
go on this trip, with all his him to ride with hem as far as his Courier with one of the nicest lookIn this sec- - )B
If the good
did buggy. The outfit consisted of one bass, which many lakes
hauling; a heavy load.
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near one of the peaks in tlhe Cook's went to the lake of the Springer Land lagj tney couid 800n clear the roads in
box Island. They will visit as far north-we- gy, but Mr. Powell continued to hold his place north of town and Is showIt Is a collapsible shipping
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as Seattle, Wash., before they t6
the horse with the object of saving ing
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frightened that it ran over him while
Its Indian name and did
not know weignmg less man one ana- a nan
and
The shipping of cantaloupes
THEY GIVE THANKS.
It Is especially adapted for shipments
he was trying to hold it. Mr. Powell
THE FIRST 8HIPMENT8.
what the white man had called it. pounds.
Thanks to the efforts of the state of meat by the large packing houses,
The first car of cantaloupes 'to was slightly hurt about the hips and tomatoes goes bravely on. Increasing
Now it is safe to say that Illinois
Stories of hidden treasure near
'
ol leave Artesla for the market
corporation commission, the Rio Granwas one hand and arm, while Mrs. Paw-le- y every day as the fruit ripens and gets
Cook's Peak have circulated ,in Grant cannot beat this, and Mr. Wade was de railroad has agreed to deliver iced as well as for smaller shipments
for the market. As an evidence
and other country pro- leaded and shipped this week, going
and the little girl were fortunate ready
county for many years. Hillsboro very much elated over the catch, say- - cars to the growers of this county for butter, eggs,
of the popularity ot the Lakewood
out on the local to Roswell yesterday. In escaping with practically no
Free Press.
in the transportation of the big peach crop. duce. Roswell News.
j ing he never saw the like
kind, the railroad men, trainmen and
MAY DO IT THEMSELVES.
From Roswell the car will be taken
Sucker state or anywhere else and he These
Farmlngton Enterprise.
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peaches will have to 6ubmlt to
many citizens of other towns in the
Farmlngton has several fruit rals- - by fast train to Chicago. Other snipHARD LUCK FOR EDITOR.
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water works in the town of Dayton. tor o. me oiocKmau uianas me pari, Alam08, Next year lt ls confidently grade a railroad from here
from this point. Artesla Advocate.
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v nMrfi,,
Hillsboro Advocate.
AN UNFORTUNATE KICK
The apple crop In this vicinity is
five different operations before the at Cutter.
vm" 10 mm
Buu Jiu"l ueriyrtnr flirht hrnke the im."
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Vbroke.n hlp and a brulsed
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Ial to be a cripple for life. ver City National bank corner one af Arthur Times.
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t0 the voung feed anfl gQme was not until he was well on the road what's the use of worrying. Las Cruof the flneBt apples that have ever arrest followed.
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The affair was compromised after tempt to heal the injury,
the Palace hotel. The crowd of fight
are going to try tne turnl way
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news of his Illness to reach Roswell.
Valley News.
It rarely occurs that an injury of fans let out a yell that brought pedes-- 1 ergThis rain
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Mrs. P. J. Pickering's flock of chickhas made the pastures In his last letter to Mrs. Mason, he
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facts in the case and the matter of this nature heals without causing a trlans running io the scene while
green up and has been been worth says he will probably be able to leave ens was visited by a large coyote
A rumor gained wide circulation the peaceable possession of the anl- - shortening
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FIRE AT CLOVIS.
Did you ever notice that it is Im- being erected, and that his escape
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from death by suffocation was miracThe "Wild Cat" fire alarm
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work, thus keeping the workman im of a sure enough fire, in contrast to want It to rain at the time others do
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tor and miner found dead in, front of chicken and mads his
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displeased, so Providence
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cantaloupe. Santa Fe New Mexican ally the red flame would leap from seems to be scowled whatever It does, war of La Balada hill, one of the News.
Pucker was represented by Wilson brought to the physicians here for an
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wonderful
of climbs by motor,
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all concerned. Without warning, one er was living temporarily with Jack-so- u nicely, Monday, with
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such
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a
Park, and truth compels us to say building
by
at his cabin and that he was the favor of his recovery. His parents,
that they do not compare with the dangerous structure In which to fight ts make the fruit of marketable size, channels for further growth would be of the large agitator tanks suddenly
llrst to report the killing and finding R. B. Smith and wife, accompanied
such a fire. Within thirty minutes This fruit Is hanging on the trees and
increased largely. Till such roads are gave way, smashing down the scaffold
takewood product In any Dartlcular.
to have made Las Cruces must remain as a on which it rested, tore ' out some of the body which he did to Edward him to Carlsbad. Carlsbad Argus.
In tfhe first place the meat of the mel after the alarm waB given the depart- the owners would be glad
and Jack Davol, who were
THE KNOCKER'S CROP.
on is not nearly so thick, the hollow ment had the fire out, demonstrating anyone utilize lt who can.
town that is only accessible if you flume work and cauglht Frank Reed Fleming
and Stanley Leary, who were stand- repairing a road three miles away,
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hospital until Saturday
Melrose Index.
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'when
WAS NOT SUICIDE.
accompanied by a special ico and by tlhe enduring nature of
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FELL IN WELL.
Aztec would present a much better nurse, he was sent to the Santa Fe the houses built. Silver City Indeas a result of a
exam
Miss Lillie May Moore, the three
at Las Vegas. Demlng pendent.
ination on the remains of joe Jackson appearance to visitors and homeseen- hospital
year old daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
WILL BE A GOOD FAIR.
,
tne colored prospector who was found era If the sweet clover and
other Graphic.
ith a peculiar acAt an enthusiastic meeting in the J, A. Moore, met
dead- in front of his
cabin at Black weed, were cut. On the main thorMONDAY, AUGUST 19, 1912.
Bank building Monday ' night plans cident Tuesday afternoon which causHawk two weeks ago, Dr. Mllllken, oughfare from the depot it presents
BRE
PERFUMERS,
for the Torrance County Fair were ed not a little excitement for a few
who made the examination announces an appearance of the Deserted Village,'
so grown up to weeds, along
the W". T. Cook has the finest patch of perfected, and the various commit- minutes. The child In some manpostlvely chat the gun-shwounds
ner slipped down
surface well
ditches. There are also several shacks onions to be found In the Pecos val-o- n tees were nnnnlntef
could not have
been
main street, fire traps that should ley. The onions are of the new Span-b- e
This exploded the suicide
Judging from the great interest "mu" wl" noc mora tnan ten lnclleB
theory that
condemned'. Appearances countB Ish Denla variety, nnd many of them that ls being taken all over the coun, across at the top and slid . down
had been advanced. The remains
were
Aztec Demo- - will now weigh two pounds and they ty In the coming fair here, there will the hole which was fifteen feet deep.
exhumed under direction of the au- much to homeseekers.
& Rio
the hole was smaller,
are
still growing, The Lakewood be the largest crowd ever gathered Fortunate'y
thorities. Deputy Tom Moore repre- crat.
as it became deeper and the child
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JUDGE
the
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GOES.
every-Judg- e
of
'county
in
one
In
produces
senting the sheriff's office.
Tor'rance
together
Three
meeting
became, wedged in the hole about
W. W. Qatewood of this city, thing, and all we need to make this county.
bullet wounds were found In the body
;w
IN EFFECT
,
and two of the bullets were recover- one of the most prominent attorneys the garden spot nf the universe Is
Wor comes from Morlarty that the five feet below the surface. A number
men
of
who gathered as soon
ed,
They are apparently of .45 cali- of the state, has been named by Oov- - enough men like Watson Cook to de-- north end of the county ls coming
p.b
the alarm was sounded, dug
ber. ; There were two wounds in the ernor William C. McDonald as one of velop and bring out the best the soil with their exhibits, live
stock, etc.
for
several minutes until
rlglht side, one of the bullets penetrat the two delegates from this state to will produce. Lakewood, Progress,
This busy and enterprising
sister frantically
NEED 'EM. DON'T
column.
town Is to hold a farmer's Institution finally enough dirt was cleared away
ing tne spinal
The third the fourth annual meeting of the
from
to
the
wound was right In the top of the American Institute of Criminal Law
hole
enable F, W. Grain
Is
in no condition to nnder- September 27th and 28th, when the
Artesla
'o reach the child with his hand
head the bullet lodging In the fleshy and Crlmonology, which will be held take the support of a saloon at this '.oeal exhibits will be shown
there,
part of the neck. Silver City Enter- at Milwaukee, Wis., beginning August time.
Ws need
additional water- - and then will be ent to Willard to and arm. It was with some diffiThe other delegate is At- - works, better graded streets, a sewer compete with crops from all over the culty that the child was pulled out.
prise.
,
29, 1912.
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LOADED THIS TIME.
torney Henehan of Santa Fe,
system, and at no distant date more country. These ame exhibits will be She was none the worse for her misLast Monday moralng'the "teachers
Judge Qatewood has been assigned school buildings. After we have all sent from here to Albuquerque to the hap. Roswell News.
A CL08E CALL.
of tlhe KIrkwood Memorial school at a place on the program for the con- - of these things bought and paid for, State Fair. In fact the best products
What came near being a very serLiberty started on a camping trip to ventlon and is preparing a paper on and if there is nothing else needed, of Torrance county on exhibit at Wilas
For
rates,
points on the reservation to be out a the subject of the reforms that legis- - we might take up the matter of adopt-latio- n lard will be sent to the State Fair. ious runaway occurred a few days
should require looking to the Ing a saloon and rearing lt In the That there will b
Q. Agent or
to
couple of weeks.
or
many exhibits ago when a horse belonging to Mrs.
call on
Early Tuesday morning a small boy treatment of crime as,a disease. He style and manner due Its proud posi-wi- worthy for a place In any show, ls J. 8. Pawley became frightened, West
leave here some time before the Hon, hut we can't afford It now.
not to be disputed.
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
of town, and ran for some distance
.
got hold of a rifle which had been covMountalnair will hold a picnic In before lt could be stopped. Mrs.
opens and will likely teeia News.
ered up with a coat In the bottom of
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Jottings

some time In the north before
returning, or as much time as his
work here will permit. Roswell Record.
BLOOD P0I8ON.
Samuel Holsteln, who enme to the
Socorro hospital on July 24. suffering
from blood poisoning In his right arm,
has been compelled to undergo no

spend
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AFTER BEAR.
W. Q. McFarland and C. H. McFar-lantwo real estatn men of Los Angeles, Calif., arrived here the early
part of the week', Their mission here
la to kill a few priszly bears. Under
the guidance of Ray Grayson they left
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All

Stations East and West
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Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
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